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ABSTRACT 

 In today's fiercely competitive environment, the goal of any enterprise is to make 

money now and in the future (Goldratt, 1992). In order to fulfill this goal, an enterprise 

should eliminate waste embedded in the value stream. Industrial engineers frequently 

play a key role in reducing cost. The philosophy of many in lean manufacturing is that 

the things that can't be measured can't be properly managed (Womack & Jones, 1996).  

 This thesis presents a method to incorporate an environmental index into the value 

stream and thereby increase the opportunities for waste minimization. The proposed 

method of incorporation of the environmental index is explained in detail using a 

hypothetical case study. How to calculate the environmental index, the present state and 

future state maps of the value stream are explained in detail. The two major steps 

presented by this method are: Identify environmental wastes and incorporate the 

identified wastes into the value stream map. For determining the method among given 

alternatives, this thesis uses the Waste Stream Prioritization Method WSPM) (TNRCC, 

1998). It also provides an activity based model (IDEF0) to present the method for 

incorporating the environmental index.   
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CHAPTER 1 
 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

Lean is a philosophy of production that emphasizes the elimination of waste. Lean 

producers employ teams of multi skilled workers at all levels of the organization and use 

highly flexible, increasingly automated machines to produce volumes of products in 

potentially enormous variety. The lean methodology contains a set of principles and 

practices to reduce cost through the relentless removal of waste and through the 

simplification of all manufacturing and support processes (APICS Dictionary, 11th 

Edition).  

“The adoption of lean practices may lead inadvertently to pollution reduction, 

may reduce barriers to implementing pollution reducing measures, or may simply provide 

the information about the value of reducing pollution” (King, 2001). Many have proposed 

that the adoption of lean production can directly improve the environmental performance 

of the adopting firms (Florida 1996; Hart 1997).  

1.2 Overview to lean assessment for environmental factors 

According to King (2001) if an organization successfully implements the “good 

housekeeping” practices associated with lean manufacturing, it gives an organization the 

considerable benefits of reducing spills and other forms of waste created by the process. 

The other argument relating to this is that lean production may lead to less pollution by 

reducing the marginal cost of pollution reduction activities and there by motivating 

managers to invest in waste reduction. The past research has showed that lean production 
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helps in the development of process improvement capabilities (Womack and Roos; 

1990). Lean production may also reduce the cost of pollution reduction by reducing the 

cost of discovering opportunities for profitable pollution prevention. The basic 

assumption is that this will encourage managers to uncover existing opportunities for 

profit (Arrow 1974; Jensen 1982). 

While dealing with these environmental factors the other issue is how 

organizations can incorporate lean tools to eliminate these environmental factors from the 

processes? As discussed by Jensen (1982) if managers consider pollution reduction to be 

costly and difficult for measurement of the amount of waste and the analysis to test this 

expectation, managers may never investigate the importance of elimination of 

environmental factors. This attitude of managers towards the elimination of 

environmental factors may lead to unexploited opportunities for the profitable use of 

environmental factors. Enabling lean practitioners with the knowledge in elimination of 

indirect, direct and distributed costs; and the benefits of environmental waste reduction in 

an organization develops an eco-friendly environment. This further reduces the cost and 

harmful environmental factors by incorporating lean tools, eliminating waste, and non 

value added activities and processes   (King, 2001).  

Thus organizations expect spillovers from production to go through the system of 

environmental management. Scholars have proposed that lean production will lead to a 

different mix of pollution reduction activities (Hart, 1995). In general one can say that 

managers will increase the extent to which they reduce the waste in the production line 

and the extent to which they treat the waste onsite (Congress 1994; Hart, Klassen and 

Whybark 1999). Reducing the pollution in a process rather than treating it at the end of 
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the line will reduce the extent of environmental factors. Experience with lean production 

and the best practices of lean methodologies will help lean practitioners to see the value 

of in process improvement over the end of line retrofit (King; 1993). Thus it is a very 

important step to reduce the waste at the source instead of dealing with it at the end of the 

line. For the elimination of environmental factors it is important to measure the effect of 

them on the environment, thus this thesis emphasizes the measurement of those factors to 

help lean practitioners measure those factors in terms of SMART (Specific, Measurable, 

Accountable, Resourceful, Time phased) goals. 

1.3 Environmental assessment of the importance of environmental factors in VSM 

  Before formulating the method for incorporating environmental factors in a VSM, 

the existing environment should be properly assessed in order to determine the SWOT 

(Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats). Further, section 1.4 discusses the 

present and desired condition along with obstacles, strategy, and objectives for reaching 

to the desired goal as shown in figure 1.2. 

1.3.1 SWOT analysis 

 This section explains the SWOT analysis, which is used to understand the strengths, 

weaknesses, opportunities, and the threats associated with environmental factors as waste 

in VSM. Figure 1.1 gives details of SWOT which analyzes strengths, weaknesses, 

opportunities, and the threats for incorporating environmental factors in VSM. 

Strengths 

Incorporation of environmental factors will have an impact on the productivity of 

the organization. This will help in providing information about the importance of 
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reducing pollution (King, 2001). Good housekeeping habits will be encouraged for 

improving the environmental performance and to eliminate waste reduction (Florida 

1996; Hart 1997). This will help to reduce the environmental factors in the process 

instead of at the end-of-the-line (King, 1993). Better understanding, knowledge of 

environmental factors and environmental policies will enforce organization for making 

workplace and environment healthy and safe for living. 

Strengths 
 Increase the productivity (EPA # 

68-D9-9018) 

  Identify the problems and provides 
the solutions 

 Encourages elimination of wastes 
(EPA100-R-03-005, 2003) 
(Mohanty & Deshmukh, 1999) 

 

Opportunities 
 Can be integrated across an 

organization (EPA, 2000) 

  Can be modified to align 
functional strategy with a 
company’s business strategy 
(Dench, 2005) 

 Forces towards making workplace 
and environment, healthy and safe 
for living 

Threats 
 Does not provide enough 

information on how to reduce the 
hazardous waste disposals 

  Identify with out providing solution 

Weaknesses 
 Lack of standard framework for 

defining Environmental Factor in 
VSM (EPA, 2003) 

  Costly disposal processes 

Figure 1.1 SWOT analysis of Environmental Factor as Waste in VSM 

Weaknesses 

Most of the existing methods for incorporating environmental factors do not 

effectively consider all the factors as having an impact on the process, also there is no 

standard framework or the tool to define environmental factor in terms of SMART goals. 

Managing one factor of the processes may have an adverse effect on the other (King, 

2001) which makes the job of lean practitioners more critical to define the environmental 

factors and providing the solution.  
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Opportunities 

By analyzing existing methodologies for incorporation of environmental factors, 

provisions can be made to include risk and uncertainties into account. Also, by using 

these techniques one should be able to define the problem areas and the opportunities for 

improvements which will lead to an eco-friendly environment. While doing this, an 

organization will be able to align the functional strategy of an organization with an 

organization’s business strategy.  

Threat 

The threat for the existing method of incorporating environmental factors in a 

VSM is that they do not take risk and uncertainty into account in an efficient manner. 

These models do not tell the effect of one factor on the others.  

By means of this SWOT analysis of the existing method for incorporation of 

environmental factor in VSM, it is evident that there is no appropriate method for 

defining the area of improvement and the difficulties in defining the goals by taking risks 

and uncertainties into consideration.  

1.4 Thesis Road Map 

 The following section of the thesis describes the road map. The road map consists 

of the present condition, desired condition, obstacles, strategies and objectives. The 

present condition describes the fact that environmental factors are currently not 

considered as a part of the VSM. The desired condition describes the desired goal of 

environmental factors as a vital part of VSM. The obstacles describe the hurdles that 

prevent attaining the desired condition. The strategy describes the method to be 
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implemented to reach the desired condition. The objectives list the detailed steps to be 

carried out in order to attain the goal. Figure 1.2 shows this road map.  

 

Figure 1.2 Thesis Roadmap 

1.4.1 Current condition 

The current condition refers to the absence of an appropriate method for 

incorporation of environmental factor in VSM. There are few methodologies which are 

used for defining the critical or most hazardous process from an environmental point of 

view. There are some disadvantages associated with these methodologies. Some of them 

are unable to consider problems in an effective manner, and have the inability to 

effectively take risk and uncertainties into account. 

 

Classification 
of types of 

environmental 
wastes 

(Emissions) 

Hard to 
measure both 

level and 
impact 

 

 

OBSTACLES 

Develop a measure of environmental 
index for work cell

OBJECTIVES 
Identify the critical factors of 
value stream 

Develop method to 
determine the impact of 
environmental factors 

STRATEGY 

Environmental factors 
are vital parts of VSM 

GOAL 

Lack of standard 
framework 

Develop a method of incorporate 
environmental index in VSM 

Identifying and 
categorizing wastes 

Environmental factors are not considered 
as a part of VSM 
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1.4.2 Desired condition 

The desired condition refers to the goal, which is a well-defined method for 

incorporating environmental factor in a VSM. Also this method will give a vital 

importance to environmental factors in VSM. In order to improve the efficiency of 

current methodologies, provisions should be made to effectively include risk and 

uncertainties in the process of decision-making. This will help the organization to define 

the factors which needs more attention. 

1.4.3 Obstacles 

To reach the goal of developing a method for incorporating environmental factors in 

the VSM, there are many obstacles. They are listed below: 

• Lack of Standard framework 

The present situation lacks a standard framework for the incorporation of 

environmental factors in a VSM. Also this does not give the organization an idea of the 

severity of the factors having an effect on the work cell. Thus the method to incorporate 

the effect of all the environmental factors and the interrelation between those factors are 

very crucial for the best practices of the VSM in a work cell which produces hazardous 

substances for the environment. 

• Classification of types of environmental wastes 

The aim of this study is to develop the method to define the waste and the 

interrelation between the various elements. One should be able to classify the wastes in 

such a way to be helpful to organizations for developing the relationship between them 

will be clear. Then for the given work cell the categorization of waste as per the 

guidelines.   
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• Hard to measure level and impact of environmental factors 

The existing methods do not provide the level and impact of environmental 

factors on the system and in terms of financial results. Enough knowledge of the given 

area will help lean practitioners to implement those changes successfully and efficiently. 

Risk and uncertainties are involved in this process as discussed in SWOT analysis. Due 

to their presence, the level of difficulty increases in the process of waste elimination, but 

successful measurement and knowledge about waste disposal will be helpful.  

1.4.4 Strategy 

In order to move from the current state of the thesis to the improved state, a 

suitable strategy has to be formulated. The strategy is to develop a clear method for 

incorporating environmental factors for improving the environment. The proposed 

strategy incorporates identifying the wastes in the work cell and its adverse effects on the 

environment. By implementing the method both types of wastes can be reduced and 

profit can be increased. 

1.4.5 Objectives 

Objectives are the steps that need to be completed in order to achieve the desired 

state. They form a part of the strategy. There are four objectives for this thesis. They are: 

identifying the critical factors, identifying and categorizing wastes, developing a method 

of measuring environmental factors in VSM and develop the IDEF0 model to propose the 

method. The details of each of the objectives are given below: 

• Identify the critical factors 
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The area/work cell is defined for elimination of wastes and environmental factors. 

Then for the given work the problem is structured depending upon the various factors 

affecting it. Then, the selected problem is structured into a hierarchical tree, showing the 

relationship among the various environmental factors. This hierarchy tree will help to 

define the interrelationship between various factors and their effects on the environment.  

• Identify and categorize wastes 

One of the critical steps towards the successful completion of the thesis is to 

identify and categorize the factors which have an impact on the work cell. This will not 

only help us to develop the proper relationship between the various factors but also help 

to define the intensity of the specific factors on the environment  

• Develop a method of measuring environmental factors  

For incorporating a method for the decision-making scenario of the critical factor 

which has an impact on the work cell and the environment, a method has to be developed 

for taking risk and uncertainties into account. By means of this, the method will guide 

organizations through the potential problem areas. This will help us to decide the target 

by which we can reduce the effects of the factor and to decide how much goal we have 

achieved on the path of greening the facility.  

• Build IDEF0 model 

An IDEF0 model was developed to demonstrate how to incorporate 

environmental factors in value stream maps and will be made available by the end of 

third chapter. 
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1.4.6 Road map summary 

This section focused on the present condition of the environmental factors that are 

not considered as a part of the VSM, the desired state, the obstacles that prevent from 

reaching the desired state, the strategy that will be used to reach the desired state, and the 

various objectives for the strategy. Also, strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats 

associated with the incorporation of environmental factors in a VSM were discussed. 

1.5 Thesis report organization 

The second chapter of this thesis contains a related literature review. This chapter 

will presents existing methods of measuring environmental factors. Various 

environmental measurement methods/models along with the advantages and the 

disadvantages are discussed. The third chapter presents an IDEF0 model that describes 

the proposed method of measurement of environmental factors. The initial portion of this 

chapter briefly discusses IDEF0; the meaning of various terminologies and then present s 

the proposed IDEF0 model for incorporating environmental factors as wastes into a 

VSM. All environmental factors are discussed in the A0 diagram and the other activities 

are further decomposed for better understanding. The fourth chapter presents the 

proposed method in a case study format. The fifth chapter consists of results and 

discussions and future work.  
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter reviews research carried out in the field of environmental 

performance, methodologies for measuring waste, and how lean manufacturing can play 

a crucial role in managing waste. This chapter also reviews the applications of lean 

manufacturing in the field of environmental performance and methodologies of 

environmental assessment. The importance of lean manufacturing, its need, a method to 

incorporate environmental factors and environmental factor’s significance in value 

stream mapping (VSM) are highlighted in this chapter. Important parameters generally 

used to measure environmental performance and previous research is also discussed in 

detail. 

2.2 Need of Elimination of Environmental Waste  

The USA generates hundreds of million tons of waste per year. Waste has become 

a major problem which is a potential threat to public health and scars the environment. 

Waste also inhibits the economic development of an area because of the negative image it 

presents (Cardinali, 2001). For elimination of waste many solutions are proposed but 

waste reduction is difficult to achieve as it appears that waste generation is not managed 

in a structured way.    

Decreased material usage (product inputs, including energy, water, metals, 

chemicals, etc.) by reducing material requirements and creating less material waste 
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during manufacturing (U.S. EPA Contract # 68-D9-9018, 1992) may help to achieve the 

goal of minimization of environmental waste.  

2.3 Introduction to Lean Manufacturing 

The lean philosophy of production emphasizes the reduction of waste used in the 

various activities of the enterprise. It involves identifying and eliminating non-value-

adding activities in design, production, supply chain management, and dealing with 

customers (APICS, 2005). Lean manufacturing is a powerful technique for designing and 

improving an actual system for the elimination of waste either by understanding the 

behavior of the system or by evaluating various plants and strategies for improvement in 

the operation of the system.  

The five basic concepts which define lean thinking and enable lean production are 

specify value; identify the value stream, flow, pull, and perfection (Womack and Jones, 

1996). These concepts help organizations to improve their performance to a great extent. 

Thus, lean manufacturing provides a key power of identification and elimination of waste 

from the value stream which encourages researchers to incorporate environmental factors 

in the value stream mapping (VSM) (Weigel, 2003).  

2.4 Value Stream Mapping 

“Value stream mapping is a visual flow chart of all activities, including value 

added and non value added, required to transform a product from raw material into the 

hands of the customer, bring a customer requirement from order to delivery and bring a 

design from concept to launch” (Vitasek, 2005, p.110).  The world of manufacturing calls 

this process analysis and design technique used in lean production as "value stream 
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mapping" (Womack & Jones, 1996). The use of such waste removal to drive competitive 

advantage inside organizations was pioneered by Toyota’s chief engineer, Taiichi Ohno, 

and Sensei Shigeo Shingo and is oriented fundamentally to productivity rather than to 

quality (Hines and Rich, 1997).  

“VSM provides a static picture of a plant’s operation and provides detailed 

information about factory parameters such as demand variability, failures, cycle times, 

scrap rate, availability of operators and machines” (Tiruvannamalai, 2004, p.39). The 

value stream mapping technique can be used effectively to specify value in an 

organization. In order to identify value as defined by the customer, it requires the 

completion of value stream mapping techniques to find those actions that will provide the 

customer with what he or she desires. The first step in value stream mapping according to 

Adair and Murray (1994) is to understand customer and client value requirements by (1) 

defining and mapping the current process, step by step, (2) quantitatively measuring its 

key characteristics, (3) identifying an ideal process flow from a customer value added 

perspective and (4) matching the current process with the customer ideal and (5) 

instituting the necessary changes (Woll, 2003). 

In the last century many industries, including the automotive, textile, and aviation 

manufacturing industries, have implemented lean manufacturing techniques that include 

process analysis and design techniques to standardize their work, level out production 

variability, and eliminate non-value adding activities from their production systems 

(Abernathy, Dunlop, Hammond, & Weil. 1999; Ohno, 1998; Ruffa & Perozziello, 2000). 

In most cases, throughput time in physical production, order processing, and product 

development can decrease by as much as 90%, 75% and 50% respectively when lean 
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production principles and techniques are applied to a manufacturing system (Womack & 

Jones, 1996).  

The rigidity of standardization that results from value stream mapping provides 

companies such as Toyota flexibility for each employee to perform process improvement 

activities by giving each employee a clear knowledge of their current responsibilities 

which can be considered a baseline upon which scientific inquiry techniques can be 

implemented (Spear & Bowen, 1999). In an internal manufacturing context, there are 

three types of operations that are undertaken according to Monden (1993). These can be 

categorized into: 

(1) Non-value adding (NVA); 

(2) Necessary but non-value adding (NNVA); and 

(3) value-adding (VA). (Hines and Rich, 1997). 

Further, these non value adding activities (wastes) are classified as 

overproduction, waiting, transport, inappropriate processing, unnecessary inventory, 

unnecessary motion and defects in the Toyota Production System (TPS) (Hines and Rich, 

1997). The systematic elimination of the above wastes will reduce the costs of operating 

the extended enterprise and fulfills the end-user’s desire for maximum value at the lowest 

cost. While perfection will never be achieved, its pursuit is a goal worth striving for 

because it helps maintain constant vigilance against wasteful practices (Emiliani, 1998). 

Relating these wastes with environmental impacts will show tremendous 

improvement in an organization. The following table compares the wastes defined by 

TPS with its environmental impacts. 
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Table 2.1: Environmental Impacts Linked with Manufacturing Waste 

(U.S. EPA Contract # 68-D9-9018) 

Waste 
Type Examples Environmental Impacts 

Defects 

Scrap, rework, replacement 
production, inspection 

• Raw materials consumed in making 
defective          products 

• Defective components require recycling or 
disposal 

• More space required for rework and repair, 
increasing energy use for heating, cooling, 
and lighting 

Waiting 

Stock-outs, lot processing 
delays, equipment 
downtime, capacity 
bottlenecks 

• Potential material spoilage or component 
damage causing waste 

• Wasted energy from heating, cooling, and 
lighting during potential down time 

Overproduc
tion 

Manufacturing items for 
which there are no orders 

• More raw materials consumed in making the 
unneeded products 

• Extra products may spoil or become 
obsolete requiring disposal 

Movement 

Human motions that are 
unnecessary or straining, 
carrying work in process 
(WIP) long distances, 
transport 

• More energy use for transport 
• Emissions from transport 
• More space required for WIP movement, 

increasing lighting, heating, and cooling 
demand and energy consumption 

• More packaging required to protect 
components during movement 

Inventory 

Excess raw material, WIP, 
or finished goods 

• More packaging to store work-in-process 
• Waste from deterioration or damage to 

stored  WIP 
• More materials needed to replace damaged 

WIP 
• More energy used to heat, cool, and light 

inventory space 

Complexity 

More parts, process steps, 
or time than necessary to 
meet customer needs 

• More parts and raw materials consumed per 
unit of production 

• Unnecessary processing increases wastes, 
energy use, and emissions 

Unused 
Creativity 

Lost time, ideas, skills, 
improvements, and 
suggestions from 
employees 

• Fewer suggestions of P2 and waste 
minimization opportunities 

 

 
Value and waste are defined and production processes are standardized through 

the use of value stream mapping techniques (Woll, 2003).  
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2.4.1 Benefits of VSM from an organizational point of view 

Value stream mapping helps organization in describing how the facility should 

work to create value, value stream, pull, flow and perfection and embedding it into the 

system. Numbers in VSM makes more sense in assessment of various parameters of 

before and after scenarios. Value stream mapping is an excellent tool for proposing what 

organization is actually going to do to affect those numbers. Apart from this VSM 

benefits organization in following ways. 

• Helps an organization to visualize multiple processes at a time which gives a better 

overall picture of an organization  

• Provides a form of basis for an implementation plan by providing opportunities for 

improvements and makes improvement decisions easier.  

• Looks at the same VSM, this provides a common language for talking about 

manufacturing processes throughout an organization. 

• Helps an organization to see more than waste. Mapping helps an organization see the 

source of waste in your value stream. 

• Ties together lean concepts and techniques 

• Works as liaison between the information flow and the material flow, no other tool has 

such capabilities (Woll, 2003). 

All the above mentioned benefits can be achieved through the proper use of VSM for 

minimization of environmental waste.   

2.5 Use of lean for elimination of waste 

The lean methodology encourages an operational and cultural environment that is 

highly susceptible to waste minimization and minimization of environmental factors 
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which have hazardous impacts on the environment and humans (EPA, 2003). Lean has an 

edge over other improvement methodologies to produce more environmental 

improvements by filling key “blind spots” that can arise during lean implementation 

(EPA, 2003).  

By implementing lean principles and methods of waste minimization in an 

organization, an organization can enjoy a variety of benefits in a variety of areas as 

discussed below (EPA, OSWER and OPEI Report, 2003):  

• Reduces inventory levels (raw material, work-in-progress, finished product) along with 

associated carrying costs and loss due to damage, spoilage, and off-specification 

• Decreases material usage (product inputs, including energy, water, metals, chemicals, 

etc.) by reducing material requirements and creating less material waste during 

manufacturing 

• Optimizes equipment utilization (capital equipment utilized for direct production and 

support purposes) using lower capital and resource-intensive machines to drive down 

costs 

• Reduces the need for factory facilities (physical infrastructure primarily in the form of 

buildings and associated material demands) by driving down the space required for 

product production 

• Increases production velocity (the time required to process a product from initial raw 

material to delivery to a consumer) by eliminating process steps, movement, wait times, 

and downtime 

• Enhances production flexibility (the ability to alter or reconfigure products and 

processes rapidly to adjust to customer needs and changing market circumstances) by 
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enabling the implementation of a pull production, just-in-time oriented system which 

lowers inventory and capital requirements 

• Reduces complexity (complicated products and processes that increase opportunities for 

variation and error) by reducing the number of parts and material types in products, and 

by eliminating unnecessary process steps and equipment with unneeded features (EPA, 

OSWER and OPEI Report, 2003). 

Lean tools focus on continuous improvement of resource productivity and 

production efficiency, which frequently translates into minimization of material, capital, 

energy, and waste per unit of production. Organizations are investigating the lean 

methodology for enterprise wide performance improvement. Along with this, lean 

promotes a cultural change which encourages waste minimization, pollution prevention, 

design for environment, employee-involvement and continual improvement culture. 

2.6 Need for Environmental Index 

Lean produces environmental benefits and establishes a systemic, continual 

improvement-based waste elimination culture; but lean methods do not explicitly 

incorporate environmental performance considerations, leaving environmental 

improvement opportunities on the table. In many cases, lean methods have “blind spots” 

with respect to environmental risk and life-cycle impacts (EPA, 2003). Generally lean 

experiences regulatory “friction” around environmentally-sensitive processes. Where 

there are environmentally-sensitive manufacturing processes, the right-sized, flexible, 

and mobile operating environment sought under lean initiatives can be complex and 

difficult to implement (EPA, 2003). In many organizations, environmental personnel are 

not well integrated into operations based lean implementation efforts, often leading 
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environmental management activities to operate in a “parallel universe” to lean 

implementation efforts (EPA, 2003). The effects of incorporating environmental factors 

in a VSM will surely integrate environmental personnel’s focus and systematic approach 

toward the issues related to environmental hazards. 

Both lean and value stream mapping take a holistic look at the system, but VSM 

is a design tool, while lean is a waste minimization methodology. A VSM creates a 

model and provides a vision, whereas lean is used to evaluate the model and substantiate 

the vision (Tiruvannamalai, 2004). Thus proper use of both lean and VSM provides better 

clarity and flexibility for analysis and understanding environmental improvement 

opportunities. The philosophy of many in lean manufacturing is that the things that can't 

be measured can't be properly managed (Womack & Jones, 1996). Thus considering the 

above concerns, these are the sincere efforts to incorporate environmental improvement 

opportunities in lean by developing a measure of environment improvement index. 

2.7 Selected Environmental Accounting Methods  

“Environmentally-conscious design and cleaner practices in industry involve a 

serious evaluation of life-cycle, environmental burdens associated with a product, 

process, service, or practice. Most judgments of environmental preferability hinge on life-

cycle assessments (LCA) of products, material, and processes and on the actions taken. 

These assessments provide a comprehensive profile of energy and material inputs to, and 

environmental impacts of, making, using, and retiring products” (Richards, 1994, p.18). 

To define the method for environmental accounting many factors and inputs must be 

taken into consideration for the appropriate cost estimation of environmental impacts 
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(Richards, 1994). For selecting and evaluating environmental processes, several 

methodologies have been developed. Some are discussed below:  

2.7.1 Volvo’s Environmental Priority System (Richards, 1994) 

Volvo developed an Environmental Priority Strategies (EPS) system which 

enabled organization for appropriate materials selection for their products. The 

company’s main intention behind this was to provide a tool to its designers which will 

enable them to select an environmentally preferable material. By developing this model 

as shown in figure 2.2, Volvo plans to improve the EPS system by reducing the 

uncertainty associated with the data and adding information about materials that are not 

currently on the system. 

Table 2.2: Volvo’s Environmental Priority Model 

Factor Meaning 
Scope General impression of the environmental impact 

X  
Distribution Extent of affected area 

X  

Frequency or Intensity Regularity and intensity of the problem in the affected 
area 

X  
Durability Permanency of the effect 

X  

Contribution Significance of 1 kg of the emission of the substance in 
relation to the total effect 

X  
Remediability Relative cost to reduce the emission by 1kg 

=  
Environmental Index  

 
Once the Environmental Index is calculated using above method, one can find the 

Environmental Load Unit (ELU) per kilogram of any substance which is calculated by 
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multiplying the environmental index and the amount of substance released to the 

environment.  

The method of EPS is a joint venture of Volvo and the Federation of Swedish 

Industries. The EPS method has the ability to perform sensitivity analysis such as 

determining what data or change in environmental impacts would change the value of the 

ELU. It provides an uncertainty inherent in many environmental data and analysis. It is, 

however a tool company engineers can use to compare the environmental impacts of new 

products or processes that would lead to improved decision making (Richards, 1994). 

2.7.2 Total Emissions Method (King and Lenox, 2001) 

The environmental performance of any organization should be defined in terms of 

degree to which that firm emits toxic pollution (Hart and Ahuja, 1996). For finding the 

total firm’s emission King and Lenox present the following mathematical relation: 

citccit ewionsTotalEmiss ∀Σ=  ………………………………………………………… (1) 
Where: 

 Total Emissionsit is aggregate emissions for facility i in year t,  

wc is the toxicity weight for chemical c, and 

 ecit is the pounds of emissions of chemical c for facility i in year t.  

But the problem associated with this equation is that it failed to take into 

consideration the difference in size of plants and the amount of production. Thus to 

overcome this drawback, King and Lenox developed a relative environmental 

performance measure. This equation considers the standardized residual between 

observed and predicted emissions given the facility’s size and code. This will have 
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positive residual and a positive score for environmental impact. The residual for each 

industry can be determined using the following relationship. 

jtitjtitjtjtit SSE εββα +++= 2
21 )ln()ln()ln( …………………………………………. (2) 

 
jtjtitsionslativeEmis σε /Re = …………………………………………………………. (3) 

Where: 

 Eit is the emissions for facility i in the year t, Sit is facility size, 

 σjt is the standard deviation of emissions for sector j, and 

 α jt, β1jt and β2jt are the estimated coefficients for sectors j in the year t. 

The inclusion of the squared term in equation 2 allows for concave and convex 

production functions. 

2.7.3 Evaluating Environmental Performance Using Statistical Process Control 

(Corbett & Pan, 2001)  

The CUSUM (Cumulative Sum Control Chart) chart is used as a tool to monitor 

emissions data so that environmental performance in terms of the risk of a non 

compliance situation arising can be monitored in a better way.  This method also 

proposes the potential of using the process capability indices as a useful tool for 

managing risk and to help regulators execute and prioritize their enforcement efforts. 

Combining results of both tools helps in setting up guidelines for evaluating actual 

environmental performance against an organization’s progress towards environmental 

goals and achievements.  

A CUSUM chart is the most effective control chart that is used to detect minor 

changes between 0-0.5 sigma in a process deviation. CUSUM charts plot the cumulative 
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sum of the deviations between each data point and a reference value. Upper and lower 

control limits for CUSUM charts can be found using equation number 4 and 5. 

MRMREUCL 66.23 2 +=+=+=
∧∧∧∧

μμσμ ……………………………………… (4) 

MRMRELCL 66.23 2 −=−=−=
∧∧∧∧

μμσμ ……………………………………… (5) 

Where μ  represents the process mean, E2 is a constant which depends on the 

number of observations used for the moving ranges (and E2 = 2.66 when consecutive 

pairs of observations are used), and ∑=
−=

n

i
nMRiMR

2
)1/( represents the average of the 

moving ranges. One can use this chart to identify whether the process is within the 

permissible control limits or not. 

 Another statistical evaluation technique for evaluating environmental 

performance is predicting process performance by analyzing process capability. Process 

capability analysis compares the inherent variability of the process with the specification 

limits, so that the environmental performance potential can be detected under normal in 

control conditions. The process capability index can be found as 

),ˆ6/()( σLSLUSLCp −= ………………………………………………………………. (6) 

Where: 

σ̂ is the estimated standard deviation of the process under statistical control, 

USL is upper specification limit of the process under statistical control, and 

LSL is lower specification limit of the process under statistical control. 

Cp predicts the potential capability of the process assuming the process is equal to 

the mid point of specification range and that the process is in control (Juran and Gryan, 

1993). While dealing with environmental problems, one may only face problems with an 
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upper specification limit, in such cases one can find )ˆ3/()( σLSLUSLCp −= . The Cpk 

index tells about the proximity of the current process mean to either LSL or USL, which 

can be estimated using the equation number 7: 

( ) ( ){ })ˆ3/(ˆ),ˆ3/(ˆmin σμσμ −−= LSLUSLC pk …………………………………………… (7) 

Advantages of using the process capability analysis; 

• Gives information about the number of non-compliance situations one would 

expect over a given period of time. 

• Provides process capability analysis for an organization with regulatory 

information which will help organization to allocate and monitor resources 

properly. 

• Makes comparison of process capability easier across firms than any other 

available methodologies. It can also be used to compare data of number of non-

compliances, total emissions, etc. 

These quantitative methods for monitoring and evaluating environmental performance 

show how these methods are promising to improve environmental performance.   

2.7.4 Graded Approach of Facility Pollution Prevention Assessment Method 

(EPA/600/R-92/088, 1992) 

The main purpose of this method is to enable organizations to conduct pollution 

prevention opportunity assessments (PPOAs), which helps in characterization of all waste 

generating processes and identifies opportunities to reduce or eliminate waste generating 

processes.  
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PPOAs are conducted as a supporting tool for helping organizations to identify 

opportunities to eliminate and reduce the source of waste generation. PPOAs provide an 

overall summary of processes, material usage, by products and waste generation. This 

method also highlights the operations which need more attention or which are 

environmentally hazardous. The PPOA Graded Approach addresses the complexities and 

recognizes the processes that vary in the quantity of pollution they generate and the 

associated risk and hazards associated with the process. 

The graded approach of PPOAs has been defined as three levels of effort to 

satisfy the requirements of PPOAs. These three levels are classified as Level I 

(Systematic Approach using Weighted Sums Evaluation), level II (Informal Assessment) 

and level III (Formal Assessment). Implementation of the graded approach in a most 

systematic manner will help to shrink resources on the most critical problems associated 

with the system. This method attacks the worst problems first and addresses the less 

severe problems subsequently. Figure 2.1 shows the graphical logic diagram of how the 

graded approach method works. The levels of the method and various assessment 

methods required for best implementation of this method are explained below. 
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Level I
Activity Characterization

Does Process Use or
Generate a Priority
Listed Material or

Waste Stream?

Apply Weighted Sums
Criterion

Weighted Sums Score
Higher than XXX?

Level III
Formal Assessment

Level I - Stop!
Assessment Completed

Level II
Informal Assessment

Yes

Yes

As Priority or Facility Needs Chanage

No

Activity
Enters

No

 
 

Figure 2.3 Pollution Prevention Graded Approach Logic Diagram (EPA, 1992, 9) 

2.7.4.1 Level I – Activity Characterization 

Activity characterization is descriptive, quantitative and qualitative information of 

an organization. This report documents each of facility’s processes and activities that 

exists or is a planned operation which generates waste or pollution hazardous to 

environment. Gathering information of these processes creates an initial ground work 

which helps to determine pollution prevention and waste reduction opportunities. In the 

process of activity characterization organization is required to define process, document 

pollution generation and elimination (past and current) methods and decision on whether 
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the further analysis is required or not. Level I does establish the site’s baseline about 

operational information. 

2.7.4.2 Graded Approach Weighted Sums Evaluation 

The graded approach applies when the site requires Level II or Level III 

assessments. Once a process is defined for the Graded Approach method, the main 

objective of the team is to assign weights to the criteria to determine the numeric value 

that distinguishes level II from level III. Once individual values are given to a process, 

then the most critical process is identified by weighted sum evaluation. Also depending 

upon the numeric value of the processes, a decision is made whether it requires a formal 

or informal assessment. 

Table 2.3 Pollution Prevention Opportunity Assessment Graded Approach 

Weighted Sums Evaluation 

Process: Process: Process: 
Evaluation Criterion Weight 

‘W’ Scale ‘S’ ‘W * S’ Scale ‘S’ ‘W * 
S’ 

Scale 
‘S’ 

‘W * 
S’ 

Environmental Safety 
and Health Hazards        

Quantity of Waste 
Generated        

Site Liabilities        
Economic Factors - 
Process and Waste 
Costs 

       

Process By-Product 
Management        

Other        
Subtotal        
Wmin/PP Potential 
Multiplier  *  *  *  

Total        
PPOA Level        
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2.7.4.3 Level II – Informal Assessment  

Once results of a graded approach weighted sums evaluation is available, the 

facility can identify which processes require level II, Informal Assessment.  Informal 

assessment mainly focuses on: 

• Develop and screen waste minimization/pollution prevention opportunities 

• Suggest suitable options for implementation and better results 

This assessment requires recollection of data, once the solution has been 

implemented. To determine whether the implementation is giving improved results and 

the current process is a green process.  

2.7.4.4 Level III – Informal Assessment  

Level III requires a details collection of quantitative data for a material balance. A 

material balance is required to account for all waste generated. If this information is not 

readily available then one may need to track the current process for complete waste 

minimization and pollution prevention opportunity analysis. Informal analysis primarily 

looks into following issues: 

• Detailed analysis of the process for waste minimization and pollution prevention 

opportunities. 

• Documentation of results for process evaluation and further research of process. 

2.7.5 Method for Analyzing Manufacturing Waste in Product Design and Process 

Planning (Haapala, 2003) 

This method has been established for evaluation of product design and process 

plans to make them eco-friendly and responsible in both the design and manufacturing 
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states. This method provides a framework for analyzing manufacturing waste at a micro 

level based on unit manufacturing processes.  Use of this method helps for prediction and 

quantification of specific manufacturing wastes for each process with respect to influence 

and relationship of various process parameters and part characteristics to the production 

of waste. 

A structured method for calculating manufacturing and process wastes for casting, 

sand casting, continuous casting, plate cutting, laser cutting, oxy-fuel cutting, machining, 

single point turning, milling, twist drilling, welding, shielded metal arc welding, and gas 

metal arc welding are given. This method can be used as a decision support and analysis 

tool for evaluation and assessment for manufacturing waste and energy consumption in 

the above mentioned processes. The individual formulations provided under this method 

can be used for modeling manufacturing processes to predict, account and analyze the 

environmental impact of a specific part during its life cycle.  

2.7.6 Environmental Management Accounting (EMA) for Identifying 

Environmental Costs (Jasch, 2002) 

EMA, Environmental management accounting is an approach which provides a 

combined data for transition from financial accounting, cost accounting and mass balance 

to increase material efficiency, to reduce environmental impacts and risks and reduce the 

costs of environmental protection. The EMA approach mainly focuses on the assessment 

of total annual environmental expenditure on emission treatment, disposal, environmental 

protection and management. This approach helps in identifying how procurement policy 

of an organization impacts the overall environmental performance of an organization.  
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The environmental cost which is summation of internal and external costs and 

relate to all costs incurred in relation to environmental damage and protection. While 

assessing the cost of environmental protection, this method looks closely at the cost 

associated with disposal, planning, control, shifting actions, damage and repair that can 

occur to organizations. This method helps to track the overall environmental cost right 

from its generation to disposal including its pre and post affects on the environment and 

benefits of implementing eco-friendly policies. 

2.7.7 Systematic Environmental Assessment (Brinkley, Karlsson, Kirby and Bitts, 

2002) 

Systematic Environmental Assessment (SEA) is an approach used to investigate 

and document the known technical, political and environmental aspects related with 

product design and their political impacts on the organization. The main intention behind 

systematic enforcement of this method is to encourage more and more organizations to 

incorporate environmental factors in organization’s business strategies.  

The SEA originates with a defined goal and scope which introduces 

environmental issues associated with various options. The SEA mainly looks into 

environmental impacts, technical/functional parameters of the design and life cycle of the 

design alternatives. The SEA carries out a comparative evaluation of design options by 

creating a matrix design that lists various components of the SEA together with the 

assessed alternatives. Once the matrix is defined, the important findings from the 

researched references are summarized in a column of a table and that value is given a 

weighting factor. Identification of a suitable alternative method for replacing the current 

one or if it is possible to reduce an impact of the current procedure then the alternative 
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solution can be implemented depending upon the feasibility of option. This method is 

comparatively easier for integrating into the decision making process. 

2.7.8 Waste Stream Prioritization Method (WSPM) (Texas Natural Resources 

Conservation Commission, RG-133, July 1998)  

The WSPM method enables the review of a waste stream and its performance for 

pollution prevention opportunities. This method enables an organization to prioritize the 

waste stream within the organization. This method takes the Relative Weight (W) and 

Rating (R) of hazardous material into consideration. These two factors are assessed as per 

the following criteria. 

• Relative Weight (W): It is recommended to assess Relative weight on a plant 

wide basis. The rating of relative weight should be on a scale of 1 to 10 (1 = Least 

Critical, 10 = Most Critical). The weighting for industrial waste depends on the 

organization’s goals, pollution prevention goals, size and type of a plant and 

others. 

• Rating (R):  The rating represents a waste stream’s rank and this can be different 

for different waste streams within the organization. The rank for each criterion 

will reflect the need for waste reduction. The rating value ranges between 1 to 10 

with 1 as least rating and 10 as a most severe value. 

Relative weight (W) X Rating (R) = Priority Value of Waste Stream…………………. (8) 

Calculating the sum of all such processes within a waste stream gives an 

organization the total waste ranking of the value stream. One can compare these value 

stream sheets to identify the value stream priority ranking within the organization 

(TNRCC, 1998). 
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2.7.9 Environmental Performance Evaluation Guidelines (ISO 14031: 1999(E)) 

ISO 14000 is the most widely used and accepted environmental management 

system series of standards on environmental management (ISO 1996). These are the 

standards developed by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) which 

includes environmental management guidelines. Those guide organizations through their 

transition to becoming green (Wellford and Gouldson 1993, Marcus and Willig 1997, 

Woodside et al. 1998). ISO 14031 provides environmental performance evaluation 

criteria by supporting ISO 14000 standards and can be also used independently for the 

assessment of organization.  

ISO 14000 assessments emphasize Environmental Performance Evaluation (EPE) 

as a performance criterion. EPE follows a “Plan-Do-Check-Act” management model for 

evaluation. Indicators of EPE are Environmental Performance Indicators (EPIs) and 

Environmental Condition Indicators (ECIs). EPE can be used most efficiently to:  

• Determine necessary actions to achieve environmental performance criterion 

• Identify significant environmental aspects 

• Identify opportunities for better management of the environment aspects 

• Identify trends in the environmental performance 

• Identify strategic opportunities 

Internal reporting, communication with interested parties will help employees to 

fulfill their responsibilities and thereby organization to achieve its environmental 

performance criterion (ISO-14031, 1999, 15). ISO 14000 also looks at the operational 

performance indicators like materials, energy, services supporting organization’s 

operations, physical facilities and equipment, supply and delivery, products, wastes, and 
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emissions. Apart from this it gives information about environmental condition indicators 

(air, land, water, flora, fauna, humans, aesthetics, heritage and culture) and how the 

impact of these indicators can impact the overall performance of an organization. ISO 

standards provide an overall framework for assessment of any organization which will 

help organizations improve year after year and contribute in keeping the environment 

clean and green while optimizing the overall cost.  

2.7.10 TRI / 33/55 / Waste Wise 

TRI (Toxic Release Inventory) reporting has been a regulatory requirement for 

manufacturing sectors for more than ten years and is managed by EPA. This report 

covers the operations at the facility level and all operations that use or generate the toxic 

materials at a single operating location.  

The 33/50 program was a five year initiative from 1990 to 1995 to reduce release 

of 17 toxic chemicals. All these chemicals were listed on the TRI list of chemicals by 

EPA. The goal of this program was to achieve reduction in toxic release in first two years 

by 33% and over the last three years by 50%.  

The waste wise program targets non-hazardous waste generation including 

packaging waste, office paper and cardboard and yard trimmings (EPA Waste Wise). The 

table given below shows the above mentioned three programs across the various aspects 

of environmental management through the standard procedures and structured method. 

The requirements of these methodologies are described in table 2.4 (Matthews, 2001).  
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Table 2.4 Summary of characteristics of various environmental initiatives 
(Matthews, 2001). 

Program Motivation Operating 
Requirements 

Performance 
Measure 

Impact on 
Environmental 
Performance 

TRI 

Federal regulatory 
requirement, 
information available to 
public, media exposure 
identifies poor 
performers 

Facility scope, 
600chemicals, 
annual 5 page 
form 

Total toxic 
chemical 
releases, 
transfers, 
treatment 

Reduction in 
total weight over 
years but efforts 
decreasing 

33/50 

Information available 
to public, participation 
can be advertised by 
organization 

Facility scope, 
17chemicals 
already regulated 
and reported 
under existing 
regulations 

Subset of 
total toxic 
chemical 
releases 

Larger 
reductions in 
total weight than 
for non targeted 
chemicals even 
after end of 
program 

Waste 
Wise 

Participation can be 
advertised by 
organization using 
program logos, awards 
given to superior 
participants, applicable 
to wide range of 
facilities and industries 

Three self 
selected waste 
types, 5 page 
annual report 

Amount of 
solid waste 
diverted 

Significant 
reductions in 
solid waste 
generation 

2.8 Summary 

This chapter discussed the importance of Value Stream Mapping from a waste 

minimization point of view and its ability to minimize waste generation in an 

organization. The needs for incorporating environmental index in value stream were also 

discussed. The uses of environmental index for elimination of waste and its incorporation 

with VSM are explained in detail. The combined use of VSM and an environmental 

index for providing a clear picture of the waste of the system were then researched to 

develop a new method of defining an environmental index. The current methodologies 

and pro’s and con’s associated with these methodologies were explained in detail later in 

the chapter.  
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The important performance measures or metrics generally used for assessment of 

environmental performance and its interrelationship with each other was described 

through explanation of some of the current methodologies.  

 The various methods available for incorporation of the environmental index were 

discussed in this chapter. All methods have their own advantages and disadvantages. 

Some methods are very simple to implement, but have some disadvantage. Some 

methods are better for analysis but they have the disadvantage of requiring complex 

calculations, which are difficult for a line worker to perform and arrive at a solution.  

The literature review was useful in exploring the importance of incorporating an 

environmental index in value stream mapping. Combining VSM and the environmental 

index will help to visualize waste in an enterprise. This will become a vital part helpful 

for any strategic initiative towards greening the organization. Thus, combining both will 

benefit the environment and organization at the same time. The method for incorporating 

the environmental index into the VSM will be explained in chapter 3.  
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Introduction 

Today’s competitive market scenario demands adding value from the customer’s 

point of view (Womack & Jones, 1996). If organizations are focusing only on the product 

and not on value from customer’s point of view, this philosophy may affect the 

performance of an organization. Current government rules and regulations force 

organizations to eliminate / minimize their environmental wastes. This promotes research 

which will enable them to measure environmental wastes and align them with the 

organization’s strategic and operational plan. The objective of this thesis is to propose a 

method that will aid measurement, assessment and incorporation of environmental factors 

as a waste in value stream maps.  As Womack said (1996) “the things that can’t be 

measured can’t be properly managed,” so one needs to find out the way to measure an 

environmental index for a system. The proposed method helps to measure waste from the 

system, and also shows the way to incorporate the environmental index into the VSM. 

The overall method of environmental assessment of an enterprise at micro and macro 

levels is modeled and proposed using the IDEF0 modeling technique. 

This chapter is organized in two sections. The first section introduces the IDEF0 

modeling method along with its nomenclatures used for constructing a model. The 

second section presents the IDEF0 model for incorporating environmental factors as 

waste into the VSM. The second section of the chapter explains the two levels of the 

proposed model (A-0 & A0). All the other required diagrams, description, references and 

glossary for the supporting model are given in Appendix B.   
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3.2 Introduction to IDEF0 Modeling 

 In today’s competitive environment, many competitive structured methods are 

available for modeling of manufacturing systems. These structured methods consider a 

system’s inputs, outputs, decisions, actions and activities for analysis. Among the 

available methods the most influential method is Integrated Definition method (IDEF), 

which was developed by US Air Force’s ICAM (Integrated Computer Aided 

Manufacturing) program (Ang et al., 1997). IDEF is a structured analysis method for 

efficiently representing the complex relationships graphically and identifying the 

information and correlation between the entities (Ang et al., 1997). 

 An IDEF0 model is a hierarchical series of diagram with top down approach of 

information flow. Graphics, text and glossary are the three components of IDEF0 

modeling. “IDEF0 is an engineering technique used for performing and managing needs 

analysis, benefits analysis, requirements definition, functional analysis, system design, 

maintenance and can provide a baseline for continuous improvement” (FIPS, 1993). 

 The IDEF0 modeling method is a functional or activity based model used to 

present activity view of the system for its better description. The IDEF0 modeling 

method considers resources, information, people, processes and culture of an 

organization for analyzing system in a better manner (Feldmann, 1998). As this thesis 

deals with the macro and micro level of an enterprise and various aspects of system, the 

IDEF0 modeling method is the best approach to present the thesis method. 
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3.3 IDEF0 Modeling Terminology 

 Figure 3.1 shows the elements of the IDEF0 model. These elements consist of 

Inputs, Controls, Outputs and Mechanisms, which is also known as ICOM’s (FIPS, 

1993). These elements are discussed below:   

• Inputs—information or objects transformed by the activity; 

• Outputs—information or objects that are created when the function is performed; 

• Controls—the conditions or circumstances that govern the activity’s performance; 

• Mechanisms—the persons or devices that enable the activity (KBSI, 2003). 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.1:  Generic IDEF0 activity (Fulscher, 1999) 

Defining the purpose, viewpoint and context of a model is the most important step 

while designing the model of a system (Feldmann, 1998). IDEF0 models are cross-

referenced with each other. Boxes represent major functions of a system and these 

functions (boxes) are decomposed into more detailed diagrams until all functions are 
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Mechanism 

Activity 
(Verb Phrase) Output 
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described clearly (FIPS, 1993). Arrows used in the model shows the relationship between 

various factors affecting the system. 

3.4 Hierarchical Approach to IDEF0 Modeling Method 

 The IDEF0 method uses a top down approach for better understanding of the 

system. The top level diagram in a model provides the most general or abstract 

description of the subject represented by the model. This top level diagram is then further 

decomposed by a series of child diagrams providing more detailed information about the 

system (FIPS, 1993). 

 
Figure 3.2 “Functional Decomposition of IDEF0” (Rogers, 1998) 
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The significance of various diagrams shown in the above figure are explained 

below. A-0 diagram contains A0 activity and A0 activity contains A1, A2, A3, etc 

diagrams.  

A-0 Diagram: The A-0 diagram has only one activity which shows all the 

parameters taken into consideration for system modeling. This is the top most level 

function in a hierarchy which describes the inputs, controls, outputs and mechanisms, 

along with statements of the model purpose and viewpoint (FIPS, 1993). The A0 activity 

provides the context of the model. 

A0 Diagram: The A0 diagram is a parent diagram in the hierarchy of 

decomposition diagrams. This is further decomposed into child diagrams for better 

understanding. The diagram which contains the A-0 activity and is referred as a top level 

diagram is known as A0 diagram (KBSI, 2003). 

A1 Diagram: The first diagram after A0 diagram which is the first activity in a 

decomposition diagram. Each diagram present in the model shows its node number, 

which gives the parent-child relationship. Thus, node numbers are helpful for knowing 

the correlation between various levels of the IDEF0 model. Once the IDEF0 model is 

complete, it can be approved by either the reader / author cycle or by a workshop 

(Feldmann, 1998).  

3.5 IDEF0 model for incorporating environmental (EI) index into the VSM 

 The method for prioritizing a value stream for minimization and elimination of 

environmental waste from the value stream is subdivided in three major parts. The first 

part of this process is carried out by analyzing various value streams within and across 

the organization for finding the most hazardous value streams from an environmental 
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point of view. In the second part of the value stream evaluation process, the value stream 

professional is expected to analyze, categorize and should compare the impact of those 

wastes on the value stream. In the third part, results of the analysis of the value stream are 

compared with standards or environmental performance metrics for identifying 

environmental improvement opportunities. A generalized method for incorporating EI is 

presented using the IDEF0 modeling method. This structured method explains the inputs, 

controls, outputs, mechanism (ICOM’s) and activities associated with incorporating EI in 

VSM. The purpose of the IDEF0 model proposed in this chapter is to incorporate 

environmental index into an existing current state VSM. The viewpoint of the model is 

with VSM professionals (not familiar with environmental index). 

 A-0, A0 and activity diagrams associated with an IDEF0 model are now 

presented. All the other decompositions and the IDEF0 kit along with text can be found 

in Appendix B. A detailed discussion on the approach and method is given in the 

following section. 

3.5.1 Activity A-0: Incorporate environmental index (EI) into VSM 

 Figure 3.3 shows the A-0 diagram. For this activity the inputs are: value stream to 

be analyzed, critical processes and customer requirements. This activity transforms 

traditional value stream map into more informative and eco-friendly enhanced value 

stream map. This activity is constrained by resource availability, lack of information, 

environmental improvement metrics, rules and regulations which is enabled by top 

management support, waste minimization efforts and elimination of waste. 
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Figure 3.3: Activity A-0: Incorporate environmental index (Top level diagram) 

As per the discussion in chapter 2, many authors and organizations have tried to 

measure the amount of waste in the value streams. This A-0 diagram shows the factors 

affecting incorporation of the environmental index as a waste into the VSM. The effect of 

each input, output, constraints and mechanism (ICOM’s) is discussed in detail in the later 

part of the chapter. Also, the factors affecting the significance and the success of this 

method are described in detail.  

Value streams, constrained by resource availability, rules and regulations, and 

environmental improvement metrics, are transformed by the activity, "Incorporate 

environmental factors as waste into the value stream map," into environmentally safe 

value stream maps and value stream maps with environmental index.  
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3.5.2 Activity A0: Incorporating environmental factors as waste into the VSM 

 Figure 3.4 shows the A0 diagram for incorporating environmental factors as waste 

in the VSM.     

         The proposed method involves five major activities: Create / Analyze value stream 

map, identify wastes in value streams, determine hazardousness of value streams, 

determine environmental index and add environmental index data into the VSM. 
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Figure 3.4: Activity A0: Incorporating environmental factors as waste into the VSM 

Analyzing various value streams within and across the enterprise results into 

either an existing value stream or may provide the information about the critical value 

stream from an environment point of view. This activity is constrained by the resource 

availability and its success depends upon support from top management and dedicated 

efforts towards waste minimization. Once one has information about the critical value 

stream or the value stream which needs improvement, the value stream can be analyzed 
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for identifying the types of waste in the value stream. These wastes can be anything 

which is not adding value from the customer point of view; or an environmentalist's 

opinion, this may include wastes recommended by lean philosophy or waste which may 

affect the environment. The new activity is determine hazardousness of value streams, the 

wastes found in the previous step are transformed into either an environmentally safe 

VSM or highlights opportunities of environmental enhancement into the future state 

VSM. This activity is constrained by rules and regulations and the lack of information 

and is enabled by knowledgeable work force and support from top management. The 

environmentally hazardous value stream is transformed into the analyzed results by the 

activity determined environmental index, constrained by resource availability and 

environmental improvement metrics and enabled by environmentalist. Results of the 

analysis are transformed into focused opportunity of environmental waste reduction by 

the activity add environmental index data into the VSM, constrained by environmental 

improvement metrics and enabled by waste elimination efforts. 

3.5.3 Activity A1: Create / Analyze value stream map 

Value streams, constrained by resource availability, are transformed by the 

activity, "Create / Analyze value stream map," into value stream maps. This activity is 

enabled by waste minimization efforts and personnel. 

This activity transforms the existing value streams and critical value streams into 

a documented value stream map. This can also be an improved version of the existing 

VSM considered for environmental improvement in those value streams. Documenting 

various value streams results in letting the organization know about the critical value 

stream in the current value streams. 
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Figure 3.5: Activity A1: Create / Analyze value streams 

Success of this activity largely depends upon the support from top management. 

In order to select a potential value stream for improvement, all the value streams in an 

organization are to be studied thoroughly. Some processes are marked as critical 

processes in terms of company goals which may be the excess emission of hazardous 

materials.  

3.5.4 Activity A2: Identify waste in value streams 

 Value stream maps, constrained by resource availability, are transformed by the 

activity, "Identify waste in value streams," into identified process wastes. This activity is 

enabled by knowledgeable workers. 

The activity of identifying waste in a value stream is classifying the various 

processes wastes as per the hazardous materials they generate. Categorizing waste also 

researches all the processes which do and do not add value, but the focus is on the 

environmental wastes it produces. 
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Figure 3.6: Activity A2: Identify waste in value streams 

Knowledgeable workers identify and document the pollutants emitted in a value 

stream. Some of the processes are pre-selected by management as critical due to their 

hazardousness (that has to undergo the process of determination of hazardousness in the 

value streams). 

3.5.5 Activity A3:  Determine hazardousness of value streams 

 Identified process wastes, constrained by rules and regulations, and environmental 

improvement metrics, are transformed by the activity, "Determine hazardousness of value 

streams," into value stream maps with environmentally hazardous pollutants and 

environmentally safe value streams. This activity is enabled by knowledgeable workers 

and environmentalist. 
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Figure 3.7: Activity A3: Determine hazardousness of value streams 

This activity identifies whether the value stream is environmentally safe or 

hazardous. For making this decision, all the wastes that affect the environment in that 

process are taken into consideration. A decision on the hazardousness of the value stream 

depends upon the benchmarking data, rules, regulations and level to which the 

organization wants to reduce emission of that particular environmentally hazardous 

material. Lack of information regarding various existing process wastes, their effects on 

the environment and the value added in the process from the customer point of view may 

affect the overall success of this activity. Knowledgeable workers can contribute 

significantly towards the success of this activity by analyzing and categorizing waste of 

the value streams. Comparison of the wastes with standards or defined levels by the 

organization is necessary for knowing the current performance of value stream from an 

environmental point of view. 
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This activity can be done in three activities steps. They are analyze wastes, 

categorize wastes, and compare the environmental wastes. The explanations of the 

procedures in which these steps are performed are: 

The analysis is performed to determine if the disposed wastes are hazardous. This 

activity is generally performed by an environmentalist. Then an environmentalist 

determines where and into what compartment the hazardous substance is released (air or 

water). Then the intensity of the pollutants affecting the environment and the employees 

of that area and in the surrounding are presented.     

This activity again is performed by an environmentalist and knowledgeable 

workers in the area where the analysis is made. This is like a meeting where these 

personnel along with a representative from top management sit together to categorize the 

wastes identified. Categorizing waste is to categorize the analyzed wastes in a 

hierarchical manner. Pollutants affected by emission are listed from highest to least. This 

identifies which pollutant to start with for considering in the minimization of emissions. 

The hazardousness of pollutants that are emitted into the environment are 

compared with government standards. When the value stream has a significantly high 

level of such hazardous pollutants it is said to be an environmentally hazardous value 

stream. When a value stream has comparatively less such pollutants it can be considered 

as a environmentally safe value stream. If a chemical or pollutant is found to be highly 

hazardous from the previous activity of categorizing waste then it is chosen by the team 

as an area of concentration for environmental waste minimization.  
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3.5.6 Activity A4:  Determine environmental index 

Value stream maps with environmentally hazardous pollutants, constrained by 

resource availability, are transformed by the activity, "Determine environmental index," 

into an environmental index value. This activity is enabled by knowledgeable workers 

and environmentalists. 

 

Figure 3.8: Activity A4: Determine environmental index 

Determining the environmental index is used for the review of a value stream and 

its performance on pollution prevention opportunities as per the predefined criteria by 

rules, regulation or organization defined metrics. This activity enables an organization to 

prioritize the value stream within the organization for environmental performance 

enhancement.  

This considers the relative weight (W) and rating (R) of hazardous material for 

assigning the environmental index into a value stream map. One can find the 

environmental index by multiplying relative weight (W) and rating (R) of the hazardous 

material. This activity is again constrained by resource availability. 
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Figure 3.9: Decomposition of Activity A4 

The environmentalist is the most important person to manage this activity as they 

have the knowledge and accessibility of a standard database to assign a rating within and 

across the organization’s environmental wastes. 

3.5.7 Activity A5:  Add environmental index data into the value stream map 

Value stream maps with environmentally hazardous pollutants and environmental 

index values, are transformed by the activity, "Add environmental index data into the 

value stream map," into value stream maps with an environmental index. 

 

Figure 3.10: Activity A5: Add environmental index data into the VSM 
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For this activity, the lack of information is also another constraint and motivation 

is required to achieve better environmental performance as an organization. By this 

activity, the determined environmental index is transformed into the focused opportunity 

for environmental waste reduction in the value stream map. With the individual 

environmental index data from the VSM of each process, it becomes possible for one to 

calculate the sum of all such processes within a value stream. This helps management to 

calculate the total waste rankings in the value stream. Adding data of multiple value 

streams throughout the organization results in an environmental index for the whole 

enterprise. 

3.6 Summary 

 The goal of this chapter was to present how to incorporate environmental index 

into the VSM to highlight the environmental problems associated with value streams. 

This method will aid in measurement and incorporation of environmental waste in VSM.  

The presented environmental index factor incorporation method is organized in 

three sections. The first section of this process was to analyze various value streams 

within and across the organization for finding the most hazardous value stream from an 

environmental point of view. In the second section of the method, evaluation of the 

process by the value stream professional is expected to analyze, categorize, and compare 

the impact of those wastes on the value stream. In the third section, results of the analysis 

of the value stream are compared with standards or environmental performance metrics 

for identifying environmental improvement opportunities. 

All these three sections were explained using the IDEF0 method. The complete 

method is explained using a top level diagram which summarizes the overall method for 
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incorporation of the environmental index and explains the controls affecting each 

activity. This top level A-0 diagram was decomposed into five activities. The next 

chapter presents a case to further explain the determining of EI for a value stream map. 
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Chapter 4 
 

Case Study and Implementation 

4.1 Introduction 

There are several aspects that are handled for a product development process. A 

few of them are quality, profit, size, shipping, time scale, performance, product cost, 

company constraints, manufacturing facilities, disposals, politics, market constraints, 

weight, maintenance, competition, reliability, shelf life storage packing, patents, legal, 

environment, testing documentation, product life span, ergonomics, materials, standards, 

aesthetics, installation and life in service (Baumann and Tillman, 2004).  

 

Figure 4.1 A multiplicity of issues must be handled in the product development 

process (Luttrop, 1999) 

Out of all these multiplicity of issues the two highlights of this case study are 

environment and disposals. Since they are so closely linked to each other, they are 

considered as a single factor, environmental disposals. This is further classified into  

i) Disposals into air 

ii) Disposals into water 
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iii) Effects when recycled  

4.2 Case study scenario 

The effect of automobiles and the automobile transportation system on US roads 

and surroundings has been immense. Right from fabrication to the salvage yard, cars 

require resources; pollute the air, land, and water; adversely impacting the environment. 

The construction of automobiles requires assembling enormous quantities of metals, 

glasses, plastics, rubbers, and other materials. The manufacturing process itself consumes 

huge amounts of energy, and the factory produces an enormous amount of pollutants 

(Melosi, 2005).  

This section of the thesis describes how an organization can incorporate an 

environmental index into a VSM. The hypothetical case study of an automobile factory 

presents examples of how pollutants affect the environment and how incorporating an EI 

opens up the opportunities to minimize those wastes (pollutants like chemicals, acids etc) 

from the system. 

The hypothetical case study scenario is of JOSH Autos and Services, an 

automobile manufacturing company. JOSH manufactures several models of cars; 

including small cars, family cars, sports cars, convertibles, caravans, and trucks. The 

organization’s research and development department has reported that the sports model 

and the convertible model contribute abnormally high to environmental wastes when 

compared to other models.  

The purpose of this case study is to illustrate how the proposed method of 

incorporating environmental factors as waste into a value stream map opens up the 

opportunity for improvement and to check whether the performance of an organization / 
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value stream is complying with government rules and regulations. Therefore in this case 

study, just a small portion of the actual possible emissions of pollutants into the 

environment of a plant is discussed. Furthermore this deals with the case study benefits of 

including the environmental index into a VSM. How the VSM helps in identifying 

opportunities for improvements in the value stream is presented. This also shows how an 

organization can align their strategic objective with operational goals.  

This case study is divided to three sections. The first section shows the value 

stream map of a plant with several manufacturing processes considering all the cycle 

times, lead times and inventory levels without considering the environmental index. This 

is the current state map of the hypothetical company. The second section discusses and 

explains how the various processes are affected by the pollutants. The third section is the 

identification of the sub-criteria under each primary selection criterion. There are many 

factors that affect the primary selection of processes and their environmental impact. 

These factors are sub divided further into a more detailed VSM for better understanding 

of the value stream. This case study also shows how to calculate the environmental index 

using the proposed method.  

4.3 Company profile  

 JOSH Autos and Services produces many different classes of cars and employs 

around 2,800 employees. They have two plants; one in the eastern part of USA and the 

other in the southern part of USA. The company was formed in late 1970’s and has risen 

to be a market leader.  

 A car requires few imported parts which are sourced from various parts of the 

world like European suppliers and companies based in the UK. JOSH cars are exported to 
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25 major countries though out the world. Exports are highest in South Asian countries 

like India and Malaysia.  

4.4 Problem description 

 “Isocyanates” are one of the major hazardous chemicals that are used in 

automobile industries. The ETI (Environmental Technology Initiatives) for chemicals 

suggests that disposals of chemicals that occur during manufacturing and processing 

should be reduced as much as possible. The emphasis is on Isocyanates as it produces a 

mist during the coating process which leads to several skin diseases, respiratory tract and 

lungs disorders. Moreover, the Toxic Substances Control Act sends notices that these 

chemicals should not be emitted into the atmosphere to avoid unreasonable risks to 

workers (Science Applications International Corporation, 1997).  

This is just an example of how toxic chemicals emitted into the atmosphere affect 

human lives and thereby the productivity, the quality or the environment and the after 

effects on humans. Similarly, there are several chemicals that may be injurious to 

workers and to the society. Also there are several chemicals that affect the environment 

when emitted or dissolved in water. There is a third dimension of analyzing how the 

automobiles affect the environment when recycled in terms of mercury pollution. This 

dimension is further explained in detail in a later section of this chapter. 
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Table 4.1: Automotive Applications of Mercury (Menke, 2005) 

Automotive Applications of Mercury 
Automotive Application Quantity of Mercury (per application) 
Antilock brakes ~3,000 mg 
Convenience lighting 1,000 mg 
Active ride control ~1,000 mg 
Speedometer system < 40 mg 
Headlamps  0.5 – 1 mg 
Remote transmitters Unknown 
Radios Unknown 
Source: Michigan Mercury Pollution Prevention Task Force, Mercury pollution Prevention in Michigan, Final Report, April 1996. 

 For the purpose of this case study seven pollutants are considered namely 

chemical 1, chemical 2, chemical 3, gas A, gas B, gas C, acid Z. This case study 

considers six different manufacturing processes in an automobile manufacturing firm 

with hypothetical data. Also the case study presents how these chemicals affect each 

process; and how that affects the profitability of the plant; how to calculate the 

environmental index using the referenced method “Waste Stream Prioritization Method” 

– WSPM method.  
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Figure 4.2 Comparison chart of hazardousness of the pollutants 

The estimated scale of rating of each pollutant is presented in table 4.2. This 

rating is a general averaged rating as an example for the purpose of this case study. The 

rating is on a scale of 1 to 10 (where 10 being the highest hazardous content). 

Table 4.2: Estimated rating of hazardous materials 

Pollutant Substance Rating in a scale of 0 to 10 
Chemical 1 9 
Chemical 2  8.4 
Chemical 3 5.9 

Gas A 7.2 
Gas B 9.1 
Gas C 2.7 
Acid Z 6.6 

  
 The ratings shown in table 4.2 were found by referring to life cycle assessment 

software called SimaPro. There are many ways to determine rating scales. In fact each 
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individual company can follow any one of the below mentioned conventional methods 

for making these rating scales. One of the methods is collecting the details of the 

government regulations from the pollution control department directly. Other methods 

include a detailed study of the EPA reports of various industries. For the purpose of this 

mythical company data from the SimaPro software results are used in this thesis. 

Appendix A shows a screenshot of the life cycle assessment software called SimaPro.  

 For example, chemical 1 contains a combination of Ethoxy ethanol (with a 

toxicity rating = 4); Calcium carbide (with a toxicity rating = 3); Dextrin (with a toxicity 

rating = 1); Ferric chloride (with a toxicity rating = 1) (WESC, 2005). This is explained 

in a better way in table 4.3.  Similarly the hazardousness rating of each pollutant can be 

calculated from an appropriate authorized rating database (WESC, 2005). 

Table 4.3: How to calculate rating of hazardous material 

Chemical Content Toxicity Rating 
Calcium carbide 3 
Dextrin 1 
Ferric chloride 1 
Ethoxy ethanol 4 

Total 9 
  

The summation of maximum toxicity rating of any pollutant depends upon which 

rating system the organization uses, so toxicity rating can vary within any range 

depending upon the rating system. 
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4.5 Current state VSM of the company 

A current state value stream shows the activities that take place in a plant / 

process / or an enterprise depending on the area of consideration. For this case study, 

processes involved in a manufacturing plant are considered. The following are the 

processes that take place at JOSH automobile manufacturing company:  

1) Sheet Metal Forming, 

2) Casting / Molding,  

3) Extrusion, 

4) Forging, 

5) Assembly – Joining / Fastening, 

6) Painting (Outsourced – but situated within the facility),  

7) Testing and QC. 

JOSH orders raw materials from its suppliers once in every 16 weeks. They 

follow the “Time series” forecasting technique along with judgmental forecasting. Their 

customers orders cars every two weeks and there are several rush orders throughout the 

week. Management has group meetings with the shop floor supervisors to encourage 

them to meet schedule and quality goals.  

The activities that take place in each process and the times each process consumes 

are discussed below. The number of workers required for each process in a single 

operation is also provided for the purpose of calculating the cycle time and the change 

over time of a process. The reliability pertaining to each process is provided. It is 

important to note that the painting operation is outsourced. The painting is done by orders 

at the scale of once in 2 days. Approximately 6000 cars are painted every 2 days.  
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4.5.1 Sheet Metal Forming 

 Sheet metal forming is a semi-automated process that requires one operator to 

operate the forming machine. It takes about 100 minutes (1 hour and 40 minutes) for 

setup and the cycle time is 90 minutes for each sheet metal part to be formed. There 

might be some exceptional cases where the forming might take about 160 minutes (2 

hours and 40 minutes). But they are only very rare cases, and this might occur once in a 

month. So, it can be taken as 90 minutes for the cycle time. The reliability of the process 

is 91% and they operate 2 shifts per day. There are 616 employees working in both shifts. 

There are 24000 parts that wait in-front of the forming shop (20 days of inventory). 

4.5.2 Casting / Molding 

 Casting is a completely automated process and the company has imported a new 

casting machine from Ethiopia last year and it is casting much faster than before. It only 

takes 180 minutes (3 hours) to cast with the help of just 2 operators per casting. The setup 

time for this casting each time is 60 minutes. This machine is one of the fastest operating 

machines of the value stream. It takes about 75 minutes for each change over, and the 

reliability rate is 90% (the reason being improper setup by the operators). The department 

operates in two shifts per day. The total number of employees in the casting shop is 515 

full time workers and 24 apprentices. There are 6000 parts that are in queue which is 5 

days of inventory.  

4.5.3 Extrusion and Trimming 

   A fully automated machine is used for extrusion and it requires 6 workers to 

operate each machine. The cycle time for an extrusion is about 230 minutes (3 hours and 
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50 minutes). The setup time to prepare for an extrusion process is 115 minutes (1 hour 

and 55 minutes). The reliability rate is the least in the whole value stream and it is 80%. 

There are 2 shifts per day. There are 385 operators working in the extrusion shop 

cumulative of 2 shifts. 

The trimming process is completely manual. Highly sophisticated equipment is 

used for the trimming process and each part requires 2 operators for trimming. The 

process takes about 20 minutes for the setup of trimming process. This is the time taken 

for an operator to place the part on the table and clamp it so that it does not damage the 

part. It takes 120 minutes for trimming each part. The change over time is 15 minutes and 

the reliability is 100%. There are 40 operators in a shift and the trimming process takes 

place in only one shift. There are 3 days of inventory of about 3600 parts stocked to be 

trimmed.  

4.5.4 Forging 

 The forging shop supplies parts to both the casting and extrusion shops. Therefore 

meeting the schedule becomes more important for the forging shop. The forging machine 

requires only one operator and it takes 80 minutes (1 hour and 20 minutes) for the forging 

process. The changeover time is 120 minutes and the reliability of the process is 96 %. 

There are 20 days inventory of 48000 parts and it receives parts twice a month from their 

suppliers.  

4.5.5 Assembly – Joining / Fastening 

 There are 6 operators skilled to assemble parts at the rate of 1000 assembled cars 

per day. The cycle time of each assembling process is averaged to be 120 minutes and a 
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change over time of 15 minutes. The reliability of this process is 100% and this assembly 

shop has 765 operators in both shifts.   

4.5.6 Painting  

 The painting process is outsourced but the paint shop is situated inside the 

premises of the JOSH Company. The cycle time that is demanded by the private paint 

shop is 2 days. There are about 3000 cars painted per day. There are 5 days of inventory 

in the paint shop. 

4.5.7 Testing and Quality Control 

 There are 6 days of in-plant inventory of 7600 cars and 2000 cars at the paint shop 

as inventory of 2 days. The testing department does the test drive of each car and has a 

cycle time for testing as 395 minutes (6 hours and 35 minutes) of which the major part of 

the time is in test drive. The change over time does not apply for this process. There are 2 

inspectors for each car and, they also check for leaks and dents as a part of quality 

control. The reliability of this process is a 100 % and they work two shifts. There are 132 

inspectors in total. A summery of all the detailed processes is presented in table 4.4. 
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Table 4.4: Summary of processes of JOSH Automobile Company 
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Operator 
Automation 1 2 6 2 1 6 5 2 

Setup time 
(Min) 100 60 115 20 220 75 45 20 

Cycle time 
(Min) 90 180 230 120 80 120 2 days 395 

Changeover 
time 160 75  15 120 15 25  

Reliability 91% 90% 80% 100% 96% 100% 95% 100% 

Shifts / Day 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 

Employees 616 515 385 40 98 765 200 132 

Inventory 24000 6000  3600 48000 2000 15000 8600 

4.6 Incorporating the environmental index into the VSM 

4.6.1 Process 1 – Sheet Metal Forming 

 The sheet metal forming process is one of the initial manufacturing processes of 

JOSH Autos and Services. In this process, sheet metal is formed into a shape required to 

be fitted in the automobile parts. It is process where employees are exposed to toxic gases 



 

 
Figure 4.4 Current State VSM of JOSH Automobile Company (Rother, Shook, 1999)



 

Table 4.5: Environment index calculations for sheet metal forming 

Sl. 
No. 

Pollutant 
substance 

compartment unit Rating Relative 
weight 

Priority Values of 
Waste Stream 

1. Chemical 1  Air kg 9.05 10 90.5 
2. Chemical 2 Air and 

Water 
kg 7.65 22 168.3 

3. Chemical 3 Air   - - - - 
4. Gas A Air µg 6.8 15 102 
5. Gas B Air  - -  - - 
6. Gas C Air µg 2.7 22 59.4 
7. Acid Z Water gal 6.25 10 62.5 

          Total = 482.7 units 

and chemicals while forming the sheet metal. The rate of medical leaves in this forming 

shop is 3 employees per week out of a total of 616 employees. 

The pollutants involved in this process are 10 kg of chemical 1, 22 kg of chemical 

2, and emits 15 µg of gas A, 22 µg of gas C and acid Z is used in a scale of 10 gallons per 

day. The level of each pollutant affecting the process is shown in table 4.5. Therefore the 

total environmental index value for the waste stream in this process of sheet metal 

forming alone is about 482.7 units. 

4.6.2 Process 2 - Casting  

 Casting is the second process and the casting shop is situated adjacent to the 

forming shop. The casting shop utilizes maximum amount of chemicals in terms of 

quantity. They use 36 kg of chemical 1, 44 kg of chemical 2, and 54 kg of chemical 3. 48 

µg of gas A, 63 µg of gas B, 77 µg of gas C and 6 gallons of acid Z. This shows that the 

pollutants are polluted in both - Air and Water. Therefore this is the process where there 

is a maximum contamination of the environment. The census data of absentees in this 

shop indicates this fact. There are 12 absentees every week, out of a total of 515 full time 
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employees (plus 24 apprentices). The tabular and graphical representation of the 

pollutants emitted in this process is shown in table 4.6. 

Table 4.6: Environment index calculations for casting 

Sl. 
No. 

Pollutant 
substance compartment unit Rating Relative 

weight 

Priority Values 
of Waste 
Stream 

1. Chemical 1  Air kg 9.85 36 354.6 
2. Chemical 2 Air and Water kg 6.65 44 292.6 
3. Chemical 3 Water kg 5.2 54 280.8 
4. Gas A Air µg 6.8 48 326.4 
5. Gas B Air µg 8.1 63 510.3 
6. Gas C Air µg 2.7 77 207.9 
7. Acid Z Water gal 6.25 6 37.5 
                                 Total = 2010.1 units 

4.6.3 Process 3 - Extrusion and Trimming 

 The extrusion process is the second highest contributor to environmental wastes. 

This process emits heat and all employees are required to wear masks. It emits around 23 

µg of gas B and 12 µg of gas C.  

Table 4.7: Environment index calculations for extrusion and trimming 

Sl. 
No. 

Pollutant 
substance compartment unit Rating Relative 

weight 

Priority Values 
of Waste 
Stream 

1. Chemical 1  Air kg - - - 
2. Chemical 2 Water  kg 6.15 82 504.3 
3. Chemical 3 Air kg - - - 
4. Gas A Air µg - - - 
5. Gas B Air µg 9.55 23 219.65 
6. Gas C Air µg 1.95 12 23.4 
7. Acid Z Water and 

Air 
gal 5.4 15 81 

Total = 828.35 units 
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The chemical used in this process is 82 kg of chemical 2 and 15 gallons of acid Z. 

About 4 to 5 employees get injured or request for day off every year. This is due to 

excessive heat and the pollutants emitted in the shop. 

4.6.4 Process 4 – Forming 

 This is also a process that takes place in a very hot place and employees working 

here are usually youngsters and middle aged people. This is because the forging process 

requires lots of resistance to heat and also needs quite some physical power to forge. This 

might be also a reason for less number of absentees. Nonetheless there are enough vents 

and ventilation fans present on both sides of the shop. The chemical 1 and 2 are used in 

the same proportion of 28 kg each. 12 µg of gas A and 17 µg of gas C are emitted into the 

environment. 

Table 4.8: Environment index calculations for forming 

Sl. 
No. 

Pollutant 
substance compartment unit Rating Relative 

weight 

Priority Values 
of Waste 
Stream 

1. Chemical 1  Air kg 9 28 252 
2. Chemical 2 Water  kg 7.8 28 218.4 
3. Chemical 3 Air and 

Water 
kg - - - 

4. Gas A Air µg 7.5 12 90 
5. Gas B Air µg - - - 
6. Gas C Air µg 2.65 17 45.05 
7. Acid Z Water and 

Air 
gal - - - 

Total = 605.45 units 
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4.6.5 Process 5 – Assembly (Joining and Fastening)  

 Basically this process is not affected by pollutants. Although there are some gases 

that are emitted are hazardous, but they can be neglected as compared to the intensity of 

emission of pollutants by the other processes. 

4.6.6 Process 6 - Painting    

 Many chemicals are used in painting process. The chemicals used in this process 

affect both air and water. When the mist is inhaled it is hazardous to health and when 

mixed in water might give a whole lot different tint of color which affects the quality of 

the product to a great extent. 70 kg of chemical 1 is used, 45 kg of chemical 2, 55 kg of 

chemical 3 and 20 gallons of acid Z every day. 

There is not enough documentation as to how many absentees or environmental 

based injuries / diseases have occurred. It may be because the private painting company 

might not be doing as good job in keeping records compared to JOSH Company.  

Table 4.9: Environment index calculations for painting 

Sl. 
No. 

Pollutant 
substance 

compartmen
t 

uni
t 

Rating Relative 
weight 

Priority Values of 
Waste Stream 

1. Chemical 1  Air kg 9.25 70 647.5 
2. Chemical 2 Water kg 8.1 45 364.5 
3. Chemical 3 Water kg 5.8 55 319 
4. Gas A Air µg - - - 
5. Gas B Air µg - - - 
6. Gas C Air µg - - - 
7. Acid Z Water and 

Air 
gal 6.6 20 132 

Total = 1463 units 
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4.6.7 Process 7 – Testing and QC 

 Similar to process 5, the assembling process, the testing and QC department also 

does not corrupt the environment relatively. Therefore even this inspection process may 

not be considered as a process for incorporating the environmental index.  

 The five processes that really affect the air and water are analyzed and the above 

data is scaled using the Waste Stream Prioritization Method. The ratings and the relative 

weight of each pollutant is calculated. This calculated “Priority Values of Waste Stream” 

for each process is used as an input to the future state value stream map. Further 

suggestions are made on the possible opportunities or methods or to reduce the emission 

of these wastes. (The part indicated in red are the suggestions and improvements 

included). The future state map shows that the value added time for making a product has 

been reduced from 1015 minutes to 960 minutes. This shows that when the EI is 

incorporated in a VSM there are benefits in terms of time, profit, culture of organization 

and quality of environment. In the extrusion and trimming shop there is a laborer 

reduced. 



 

 

Figure 4.5 Future State VSM of JOSH Automobile Company



 

This allows the company to use this worker in a different area or reduce the 

workforce. This is just for a single machine calculated. When it is for the whole process 

shop there can be more savings in terms of labor. Thus incorporating an environmental 

index into VSM helps a company to improve its value stream. 
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Figure 4.6 Comparisons of pollutant content in various processes 

 This bar chart in figure 4.6 shows the contribution of each pollutant for each 

process. This enables both the higher level and lower level workers to understand the 

intensity of the hazardousness of each pollutant and also easily and quickly identify the 

proportion in each process. This helps the “knowledgeable workers” to identify the area 

to address. 
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Figure 4.7 Comparisons of pollutant content in various processes 

The bar chart in figure 4.7 shows the total contribution of each individual 

pollutant into the organization. This enables the organization to identify whether the 

organization is within the permissible specified limits recommended by rules and 

regulations specified by governmental organizations. This can be used as an easy and 

quick method of identification of the proportion of waste material spread in organization. 

This helps the “knowledgeable workers” to identify the hazardous material to attack first. 

4.7 Detailed micro level study of wastes affecting the environment 

 When the cars are sent for salvage there is a huge amount of mercury excreted 

into the environment. This is the worst kind of pollution that affects the environment 

(TRIO, 2005). This can also be reduced to a minimum to reduce the after effects of the 

mercury emission. The list of parts that emit mercury as shown in table 4.1 are antilock 
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brakes, convenience lighting, active ride control, speedometer system, headlamps, remote 

transmitters, radio, etc. These parts cannot be eliminated from the car, but these parts can 

be made using other substances like a hydraulic speedometer and pneumatic antilock 

brakes.   

   Annually, about 12 million automobiles in the U.S and Canada end up at the scrap 

yard. The body of the cars is shredded to retrieve various metals and the metals like steel 

are reused in an electric-arc furnace. Though reusable components like engine fluids and 

tires are removed from the cars before being reused, mercury-containing switches are 

most likely not removed form the cars before shredding. This result is an approximately 

8.8 to 10.2 metric tons of mercury released into the environment annually, mostly in the 

form of atmospheric secretions from electric-arc furnace (TRIO, 2005). 

“Once the useful life of a vehicle has ended, it usually is recycled. In the United 

States and Canada, salvage yards first remove those parts that can be reused or 

remanufactured” (Menke, 2005, 5). Shredding services then crush old cars into fist-size 

bits that are separated into metals and nonmetals to be reused and disposed, respectively. 

Mercury switches are not usually removed by this process but are ground up with the 

remaining vehicles by the shredder services.  



 

Figure 4.8 Future state VSM 2 



 

In the grinding process, however, the switches may crack, discharging the 

enclosed mercury and possibly creating local corruption of the lands and waters around 

the shredder services. 

These switches also corrupt the materials removed for recycling and disposal. For 

the steel-recycling process, some of this mercury may be vaporized and mixed into the 

air. Conservative calculation approximations suggest that nearly 10 tons of mercury 

annually goes unaccounted for and is emitted into the environment (Menke, 2005). 

 Mercury is a tremendously hazardous substance. Living beings convert these 

inorganic forms of mercury to organic methyl mercury. This is highly deadly noxious to 

the brain, eternally affecting the neurons. Minute amounts are enough to pollute complete 

ecosystems. For example, 1/70 of a tablespoon of mercury can pollute almost an eight-

hectare pond to the level that even the fish are dangerous to eat. “Most of the fish 

advisories issued for the Great Lakes and St-Lawrence River basin are the result of high 

mercury levels” (TRIO, 2005, 2). 

4.8 Summary 

 An example of how the Waste Stream Prioritization Method was used in an 

existing VSM and an example of hypothetical case study in this chapter. The procedure 

to calculate the environmental index factor for each hazardous substance from the Waste 

Stream Prioritization Method was discussed. The data is from a hypothetical company 

with the aid of a database called SimaPro, which has a list of hazardous substances; its 

categories; and the amount of its emission into the environment. Finally, the calculated EI 

is incorporated into the future state VSM.  
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Incorporating the environmental index in a value stream map is achieved 

successfully. This is achieved by using a method to measure the environmental factors 

involved in different processes. This factor of priority values of a waste stream is used for 

waste identification efforts.   
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions and Future work 

5.1 Introduction 

 Nowadays a conscious customer, government rules and regulations have forced 

organizations to minimize environmental waste generated by their facilities. 

Organizations must think seriously about waste minimization and the need for 

incorporating an environmental index into a VSM to align their strategic objectives with 

operational objectives to achieve the best results. This chapter discusses the conclusions 

from the thesis work and proposes possible future research work. The results of 

incorporating environmental factors in VSM’s, analyzing the results and taking 

appropriate actions to eliminate waste and adding value to the value stream are discussed. 

The intent of this thesis work was to provide a method for incorporating environmental 

factors as waste into the VSM. 

5.2 Summary 

 The main objective of this thesis was to develop a method to incorporate 

environmental waste into the VSM by considering all inbound and outbound material 

flow to and from the value stream. In order to develop the method, the entire thesis was 

divided into two major sections. In the first section, the method for incorporating an 

environmental index was proposed using the IDEF0 modeling technique. After 

formulating the method, a hypothetical case study of JOSH Autos and Services was used 

to demonstrate the proposed method. The case study dealt with the identification, 

determination and incorporation of environmental waste into the VSM. In the case study, 
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the company background was first discussed. The various processes were described in 

detail. After discussing the background and providing information about the various 

processes, the VSM for the current state, future state and VSM for environmental 

enhancement was developed.  

Any lean effort should result in elimination of waste and adding value to the 

company in various means. One of the sectors of waste is environmental waste. In spite 

of the fact that measuring environmental waste is a difficult job, this thesis has succeeded 

in implementing environmental factors as a part of lean, into the value stream map. 

Figure 5.1 shows how one can improve the value added activities from the customer 

point of view. 

Figure 5.1 Increasing value of value stream by reducing waste in the value stream 

 One major category of waste is environmental waste. Therefore eliminating 

environmental waste directly makes room for value added activities which consequently 

helps in profitability and in building the reputation of the organization. As shown in 

Incidental work

Waste

Value added 
activities
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figure 5.1 in any company the value added work is always less than the waste and 

incidental work. Therefore it is important to start identifying the wastes and eliminating 

them as much as possible. Also, it is important to identify the reasons, the root causes of 

incidental work and to minimize them as well. Due to the limitations of the scope of this 

thesis, only the following were considered:  

1) Identification of environmental wastes;  

2) Incorporation of environmental factors in a VSM, as a part of waste elimination 

efforts; and  

3) Suggestions for environmental waste minimization. 

 The limitation in this thesis is the fact that the case study is hypothetical data. For 

the purpose of the area of focus of this thesis it is reasonable that the case study is a 

hypothetical one. Since the area of concentration of the thesis is to incorporate 

environmental factors in an existing VSM. The goal was achieved successfully with the 

aid of the hypothetical case study. 

5.3 Achievements 

 1) The factors required for implementing environmental lean efforts were 

identified and documented. 

2) After proposing the method, a hypothetical case study of the company was 

used to present the proposed method of incorporating an environmental index into the 

VSM. 

3) The entire method was successfully modeled using IDEF0 modeling method. 

This will aid in an easy and effective implementation of the proposed method.  
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5.4 Future Work 

 Although the goal of incorporating environmental factors into a VSM was 

achieved successfully there can be some improvements in the model. The following 

future work is proposed. 

 1) To further test the method, it should be used in a real company 

 2) To extend the boundaries of this research work to categorize wastes that affect 

the environment and those pollutants that can be beneficial by purification or recycling. 

For example Cargill meat solutions, Dodge City, recycles one kind of pollutant and saves 

a large amount of money. This significantly contributes to the profits of the company. 

 3) To develop IDEF3 and IDEF5 models for better understanding of method in 

future. 

4) One can incorporate energy and water usage in this model for making this 

method more valuable. 

5) To make some sign boards (Visual controls – lean tool) to maintain the 

environmental discipline in a company.  
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Model Summary
Name: Incorporate environmental index

Description: 

             The proposed method involves five major activities: Create / Analyze value stream map, identify wastes in value streams, determine hazardousness of 
value streams, determine environmental index and add environmental index data into the VSM.  
             Analyzing various value streams within and across the enterprise results into either an existing value stream or may give us the information about the 
critical value stream from an environment point of view. This activity is constrained by the resource availability and its success depends upon support from top 
management and dedicated efforts towards waste minimization. Once one has information about the critical value stream or the value stream which needs 
improvement the value stream can be analyzed for identifying the types of waste in the value stream. These wastes can be anything which is not adding value 
from the customer point of view; or an environmentalist's opinion, this may include wastes recommended by lean philosophy or waste which may affect the 
environment. This activity is followed by determine hazardousness of value streams, the wastes found in the previous step are transformed into either an 
environmentally safe VSM or highlights opportunities of environmental enhancement into the future state VSM. This activity is constrained by rules and 
regulations and the lack of information and is enabled by knowledgeable work force and support from top management. The environmentally hazardous value 
stream is transformed into the analyzed results by the activity determine environmental index, constrained by resource availability and environmental 
improvement metrics and enabled by environmentalist. Results of analysis are transformed into focused opportunity of environmental waste reduction by the 
activity of incorporating environmental index into the VSM, constrained by environmental improvement metrics and enabled by waste elimination efforts. 

Purpose

To incorporate environmental index into an existing VSM  

Viewpoint

VSM professionals (Not familiar with environmental index)
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Activities in Diagram"Incorporate environmental index"

A0: Incorporate environmental factors as waste into the VSM

Description: 

Value streams, constrained by resource availability, rules and regulations, and environmental improvement metrics, are transformed by the activity, 
"Incorporate environmental factors as waste into the value stream map", into environmentally safe value stream maps and value stream maps with 
environmental index. This activity is enabled by waste minimization efforts and personnel.
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Activities in Diagram"A0: Incorporate environmental factors as waste into the VSM"

A1: Create / Analyze Value Stream Map

Description: 

Value streams, constrained by resource availability, are transformed by the activity, "Create / Analyze value stream map", into value stream maps. This 
activity is enabled by waste minimization efforts and personnel.  
  
This activity transforms the existing value streams and critical value streams into a documented value stream map. This can also be an improved version 
of the existing VSM considered for environmental improvement in those value streams. Documenting various value streams, results in letting the 
organization know about the critical value stream in the current value streams. Success of this activity largely depends upon the support from top 
management and how dedicated does the organization enforce environmental principles in the value streams. In order to select potential value stream 
for improvement, all the value streams in an organization needs to be studied thoroughly. Some processes are marked as critical processes in terms of 
excess emission of hazardous materials. These critical value stream also serves as an input for this activity and undergoes through identification of 
environmental wastes in its value stream.   

A2: Identify Waste in Value Streams

Description: 

Value stream map, constrained by resource availability, are transformed by the activity, "Identify waste in value streams", into identified process 
wastes. This activity is enabled by knowledgeable workers.  
  
The activity of identifying waste in a value stream, is classifying the various processes wastes as per the hazardous materials they generate. 
Categorizing waste also researches all the processes which do not add value and that does adds value, but the focus is on the environmental wastes it 
produces. Knowledgeable worker are the once who identify and document the pollutants emitted in a value stream. Some of the processes are 
pre-selected by management as critical processes (that has to undergo the process of determination of hazardousness in the value streams).

A3: Determine Hazardousness of Value Streams
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Description: 

Identified process wastes, constrained by rules and regulations, and environmental improvement metrics, are transformed by the activity, "Determine 
hazardousness of value streams", into value stream maps with environmentally hazardous pollutants and environmentally safe value streams. This 
activity is enabled by knowledgeable workers and environmentalist.  
  
This activity identifies whether the value stream is environmentally safe or hazardous. For making this decision, all the wastes that affect the 
environment in that process is taken in to consideration. Decision on the hazardousness of the value stream depends upon the benchmarking data, rules, 
regulations and level to which organization wants to reduce emission of that particular environmentally hazardous material. Lack of information 
regarding various existing process wastes, their effects on environment and the value added in the process from customer point of view may affect the 
overall success of this activity. Knowledgeable workers can contribute significantly towards the success of this activity, by analyzing and categorizing 
waste of the value streams. Comparison of wastes with the standards or defined levels by the organization is necessary for knowing the current 
performance of value stream from environment point of view.  
  
This activity can be done in three steps. They are analyze wastes, categorize wastes, and compare the environmental wastes. The explanation of the 
procedures in which these steps are performed are briefed below.  
  
The analysis is performed to determine if the disposed wastes are hazardous or not. This activity is generally performed by an environmentalist. Find 
out where, into what compartment is the hazardous substance released. That is find out if the waste emitted into the air or water. Analyze the intensity 
of pollutant affecting the environment and the people (employees of that area and in the surrounding)     
  
This activity again is performed by an environmentalist and knowledgeable workers working in that area where the analysis is made. This is like a 
meeting where these personnel along with a representative from top management, sit together to categorize the wastes identified. Categorizing waste is 
to categorize the analyzed wastes in a hierarchical manner. In the hierarchy of pollutants affected by emission from highest to least. Further to 
determine which pollutant to start with for considering in minimization of emissions.  
  
Compare the hazardousness of pollutants that are emitted into the environment with the government standards. When the value stream has significantly 
high of such hazardous pollutants it is said to be environmentally hazardous value stream. When a value stream has comparatively lesser such pollutants 
and can be neglected as compared to all the considered value steams then the value stream goes as a environmentally safe value stream. If a chemical or 
pollutant is found to be highly hazardous from the previous activity of categorizing waste then it is chosen by the team, for area of concentration for 
environmental waste minimization.   
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A4: Determine Environmental Index

Description: 

Value stream maps with environmentally hazardous pollutants, constrained by resource availability, are transformed by the activity, "Determine 
environmental index", into environmental index value. This activity is enabled by knowledgeable workers and Environmentalist.  
  
Determining environmental index is used for the review of a value stream and its performance on pollution prevention opportunities as per the 
predefined criterion by rules, regulation or organization defined metrics. This activity enables an organization to prioritize the value stream within the 
organization for environmental performance enhancement. This considers the Quantity of emissions (W) and Rating (R) of hazardous material for 
assigning the environmental index into a value stream map. One can find Environmental Index by multiplying Quantity of emissions (W) and Rating 
(R) of the hazardous material. This activity is again constrained by resource availability. Environmentalist is the most important person to manage this 
activity as some one with knowledge and accessibility of standard database is required to assign rating with in and across the  organization's 
environmental wastes. 

A5: Add Environmental Index Data into the VSM

Description: 

Value stream maps with environmentally hazardous pollutants and environmental index value, are transformed by the activity, "Add environmental 
index data into the value stream map", into value stream maps with environmental index.  
  
For this activity lack of information is also another constraint and motivation is required to achieve better environmental performance as an 
organization. By this activity the determined environmental index is transforms into the focused opportunity for environmental waste reduction in the 
value stream map. With the individual environmental index data from the VSM of each process, it becomes possible for one to calculate the sum of all 
such processes within a value stream. This helps the management to calculate the total waste rankings in the value stream. Adding data of multiple 
value streams through out the organization results in an environmental index for the whole enterprise. 
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Activities in Diagram"A4: Determine Environmental Index"

A41: Rate the Waste

Description: 

            Environmentally hazardous value streams is transformed by the activity, "Rate the wastes" into ratings of pollutants. This activity is enabled by 
an Environmentalist.  
            Rating of pollutants is usually done by an Environmentalist. This is a factor to determine the Environmental Index. One can find Environmental 
Index by multiplying Quantity of emission (W) and Rating (R) of the hazardous material. The rating part of it is done in this activity.  

A42: Determine the Quantity of Emission

Description: 

            Environmentally hazardous value streams is constrained by resource availability is transformed by the activity, "Determine the quantity of 
emission" into quantity of wastes emitted. This activity is enabled by an Environmentalist and knowledgeable workers.  
           Determine the quantity of emission of a pollutant is just the measure of how much is a chemical or gas is emitted into the environment. This is 
another factor to calculate the Environmental Index. One can calculate the Environmental Index by multiplying Quantity of emission (W) and Rating 
(R) of the hazardous material. This activity is performed by either Environmentalist or by knowledgeable workers sometimes.  

A43: Calculate EI

Description: 

           Quantity of wastes emitted and ratings of pollutants are transformed by the activity, "Calculate Environmental Index" into analysis of EI. This 
activity is enabled by an Environmentalist and knowledgeable workers.  
  
           The output of this activity is actually well defined environmental index, and EI value which is collectively called as analysis of EI. Having the 
above two results of rating and quantity of emissions of the pollutant the EI of a pollutant can be calculated. One can find Environmental Index by 
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multiplying Quantity of emission (W) and Rating (R) of the hazardous material. After calculating the EI, recommendations are made to the management 
on how to deal with various categories of environmental wastes. This value of EI is used as an input to the efforts of incorporating environmental 
factors into value stream maps.  
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EI value

Description

One can find Environmental Index by multiplying Quantity of emissions (W) and Rating (R) of the hazardous material. It is a value found by the Waste Stream 
Prioritization Method suggested by TNRCC in 1998. This value is used as an input directly to be incorporated into a VSM. 

Environmental improvement metrics

Description

"Selecting meaningful and effective tools, or metrics, for measuring the environmental consequences of a company's operations and activities is becoming 
increasingly important. This need is being driven by the increasing environmental costs of business operations; market, regulatory, and public pressures; and 
voluntary initiatives, such as the International Chamber of Commerce's (ICC) Business Charter for Sustainable Development, or international management 
system standards, such as the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 14001, and the Eco Management and Audit Scheme (EMAS). A variety of 
metrics are available for measuring environmental performance" (Gimi, 1998, 1).  
"Individual metrics can also be referred to as environmental performance indicators. Some indicators are common to many companies, such as quantities of 
various government-regulated chemicals emitted to the air, discharged to water, or disposed of as hazardous waste. Other indicators are unique to a certain 
industry, such as energy usage per gigabyte (computer manufacturers) or number of offshore oil spills (petroleum transportation)" (Gimi, 1998, 1).  
  
There are metrics that are explains how much proportion of pollutants (like gases and chemicals) can be emitted into the environment from each process. The 
absence of this metrics creates hassles in determining the EI. Examples are present in the link below. It also shows the incremental progression of pollution each 
year (Cinergy, 2005).   
  
Web Link: http://www.cinergy.com/sustain/environmental_improvement.asp#metrics  
  

Environmentalist

Description
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An environmentalist is someone who works to protect the environment from destruction or pollution. To be precise for this model someone who has been hired 
for protecting the company and the surrounding society from pollution and destruction. An Environmentalist is a full time employee of a company who 
determines the Priority Values of Waste Stream in a value stream.  
Following are few examples, the general short listed list of the environmental legislation that has come into effect:  
  
1986 - The Environment (Protection) Act   
1986 - The Environment (Protection) Rules   
1989 - The objective of Hazardous Waste (Management and Handling) Rules   
2000 - The Ozone Depleting Substances (Regulation and Control)   
2001 - The Batteries (Management and Handling) Rules, 2001   
2002 - The Noise Pollution (Regulation and Control) (Amendment)   
  
http://edugreen.teri.res.in/explore/laws.htm#air  

Environmentally safe value streams

Description

The output of the activity "Determine hazardousness of value streams" are environmentally safe value streams and environmentally hazardous value streams. 
Therefore it is obvious that this output is for the processes that do not contribute as much as hazardous wastes when compared to the other processes.  
"The packaging on a pad of writing paper claims that the writing paper is environmentally safe with this explanation: the paper is environmentally safe because it 
was not chlorine bleached a process that has been shown to create harmful substances. Although the paper was not bleached with chlorine, the production 
process created and released significant quantities of other harmful substances into the environment. Because consumers are likely to interpret the 
environmentally safe claim and the explanation to mean that the paper causes no significant harmful substances to be released to the environment, the 
environmentally safe claim would be deceptive" (Federal Trade Commission, 1998).   
For overcoming such issues throughout the supply chain enterprise one should be able to identify environmentally safe value streams so that no further analysis 
will be needed for such value streams.    

Identified process wastes

Description
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General lean wastes like over production, transportation wastes along with the environmental wastes are identified. For the purpose of this model the 
environmental wastes are separately identified in more keen information. Example how many kilograms of a chemical are emitted in the environment. This data 
is considered as the raw data for this model.  
  

Knowledgeable workers

Description

Workers who have some background knowledge and interest in pollution prevention, operators who have taken training on the same and the Environmentalists 
are also called as knowledgeable workers for the purpose of this model.   
  
"Among all users of SF6, the partners are among the first to take steps to reduce emissions. Electric power systems that join the partnership must within 18 
months come up with a technically and economically feasible emission reductions goal. They also agree to: estimate their emissions of SF6; establish a strategy 
for replacing older, leakier pieces of equipment; implement SF6 recycling; ensure that only knowledgeable workers handle SF6; and submit annual progress 
reports. EPA will be a clearinghouse for technical information on successful strategies to reduce emissions, serve as a repository for data on the emissions 
reduction achievements of the partners, and work to obtain commitments from all electric power system operators to join the Partnership."  
  
Web Link: http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/0/bcb4917b3747117e8525674e005ecc8b?OpenDocument  
  
For example, in a company where there is emission of enormous hazardous materials like SF6. It is recommended that the EPA report has to be handled by 
knowledgeable workers.  

Personnel

Description

"Every day more companies are taking steps to save money and natural resources through waste reduction efforts. Where one can begin?" As a first step, one 
will need to gain the support of top management personnel.  
Top management personnel commitment is essential in any efforts taken in a company. "Top management in TQM philosophy, is the participation of 
higher-level official in the organization's quality improvement efforts" (APICS Dictionary, 2005, 96).   
Active participation of top management includes establishing and serving on environmental waste elimination efforts, establishing pollution elimination policies 
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and goals, deploying those goals to lower levels of the organization, providing the resources and training that the lower level needs to achieve the goals, 
participating in pollution prevention or reduction efforts, and reviewing organization wide progress. (APICS Dictionary, 2005).  
"The first requirement for a successful waste reduction program is management commitment and support. The plant owner or manager must be committed to 
reducing waste and must pass that commitment on to the employees. Every employee must be charged with the responsibility to identify and carry out waste 
reduction goals."   
Web Link: http://es.epa.gov/techinfo/facts/fact1.html  
  

Quantity of wastes emitted

Description

Quantity of emission of pollutants is one of the factor to determine EI in the Waste Stream Prioritization Method. This is the measure of pollutants like chemicals 
emitted into the environment. The exact amount of chemicals in with the quantity disposed into the environment.

Ratings of pollutants

Description

Rating of pollutants is the rating of each pollutant that is found to be hazardous. This rating is done on a scale of 1 to 10. Rating of pollutants is a technique 
followed in the Waste Stream Prioritization Method. Where 1 represents the least hazardous and 10 represents the highest. Ratings can be found in standard 
rating database or if the company wishes to rate the pollutants in thier own fashion, they can still do that.

Resource availability

Description

Resource availability is used as a control / constraint in the model. Resource can be defined as any personnel, material or equipment required for the 
performance of an activity. Therefore in this model resource availability refers to the availability of workers, machines, raw materials, WIP, finished goods 
inventories, technicians, material handling equipment, etc. To be more precise for this model it further refers to the availability of VSM professionals, papers, 
pencils, VSM software, and Waste categorization chart. Also predetermined list of pollutants and their environmental hazardousness ratings are crucial to 
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determine how much each resource affects the environment. 

Rules & regulations

Description

Government has a set of rules and regulations as to how much of each pollutants can be emitted into the environment by an industry (examples are shown in the 
link below). All the companies have to be aware of these standards and must analyze their processes to find if they lie within the stipulated limits. Therefore this 
information of the rules and regulations by the government must be disclosed to all the workers by the environmentalist and the management.   
  
http://mpcb.mah.nic.in/indstat/crepmumbai.php  
http://mpcb.mah.nic.in/indstat/indstats.php  
  
EPA - Environmental Protection Agency is a federal (U.S.) agency with regulatory authority over matters affecting the environment, including waste generation 
and habitat destruction. EPA makes rules, regulation, list of hazardous material and their level of hazardousness as a part of regulatory action to maintain clean 
and healthy environment (APICS Dictionary, 2005, 30).  
"Not complying with government regulations is no longer an option for corporations that seek to be competitive in international markets. Environmental liability 
has grown immensely in the past 30 years as the public has put increasing pressure on governments to enact environmental regulations and legal restrictions that 
mitigate the adverse effects of pollution. In the United States and many other industrialized countries, however, environmental legislation wars adopted 
piecemeal, creating a complex regulatory processes. In 1970 there were about 2,000 federal, state, and local environmental rules and regulations in the United 
States; today there are more than 100,000. The code of Federal Regulations for protection of the environment currently exceeds the size of the U.S. Tax Code. 
Environmental regulations ore listed in over ~789 parts of the Code of Federal Regulations" (Berry & Rondindi, 1998).  

Value stream maps

Description

All the streams which add value from customer point of view are known as value streams. Considering the definition given, all the processes, products and 
services which add value in final product falls under existing value streams. All the processes that have been selected for analysis are included in this list. Even 
the critical value streams defined by the top management are included in the list.  
A diagrammatic representation of all these processes with in a value stream is called as value stream map.  
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Value streams 

Description

After analyzing various value streams in an organization the processes that emits any pollutants at all are selected for analysis. The value streams that are 
suggested by the customers, and those found to be high contributors of environmental waste by an Environmentalist and the critical values streams defined by 
the management, all are included for analysis.  
"Value stream assessment focuses on the activities of the enterprise's value streams. It takes a rapid, high level look at the business within the context of the 
value streams. It focuses on rapidly identifying business problems and opportunities for improvement, defining solutions to resolve those problems and to take 
advantage of identified opportunities to effect improvement. Through value stream assessment, an unbiased understanding of the business, the vision, and the 
strategies, upon which the business is founded, the way it operates, and its strengths and weaknesses are developed. The results of value stream assessment focus 
on the need for business improvement through change, defining the changes necessary to resolve business problems, and the ways to make that change happen." 
 
Web Link: http://www.gantthead.com/process/processMain.cfm?ID=2-7768-2  
  

VSM with EI

Description

Environmental Index included into a value steam map as a vital part in it. The VSM further opens up opportunities for environmental waste reduction.  
  
Opportunities for environmental waste reduction: the main focus of lean is eliminating waste, so is the key insight of making a VSM. VSM opens up 
opportunities for reduction of environmental wastes.   
"Waste assessments are essential in identifying the sources, types and amounts of hazardous waste generated in order to assess waste reduction opportunities. 
Information gathered during the assessment process should answer the following questions:   
- What waste streams are generated? How much waste is generated in each stream?  
- From which processes or operations do these waste streams come?  
- Which wastes are hazardous and which are not?  
- How much of a particular input material enters each waste stream?  
- How much of a raw material can be accounted for through fugitive losses?  
- Are unnecessary wastes generated by mixing otherwise recyclable hazardous wastes with other process wastes?  
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- What are the product types?  
- What are the relative production rates? Sales volumes?   
These and other related questions can help you determine where to focus your waste reduction efforts".   
Web Link: http://es.epa.gov/techinfo/facts/fact1.html  

VSM with environmentally hazardous pollutants

Description

VSM with environmentally hazardous materials is one output from the activity "Determine hazardousness of value streams". The other output is environmentally 
safe value streams. This safe value streams are reported to be harmless or within specified limits. The hazardous value stream's data are used to determine the 
environmental Index. The amount each value streams corrupts the environment. 

Waste minimization efforts

Description

The efforts taken by an environmentalist, line workers, top management personnel are included as waste elimination efforts. Efforts like preparing a metrics for 
the Priority Values of Waste Stream, calculating the Environmental Index using Waste Stream Prioritization Method, efforts taken by a worker to reduce any 
kind of pollution, and the efforts like reporting about a hazardous pollution taking place in an operator's working zone.  
Reduction in the generation of hazardous waste, elimination of costs to handle and disposal of hazardous materials, and avoidance of environmental spills and 
contamination are serious issues affecting all commercial and government industrial facilities. Success in these endeavors has become critical to economic 
survival in many cases, and environmental stewardship has become essential for community and political support.   




